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RESPONDENTS' MOTION TO EXCLUDE COMPLAINT COUNSEL WITNESS
MICHAEL B. MAZIS
All Respondents , by counsel and pursuant to Rule 3.
Offcer to exclude Complaint Counsel' s

, hereby move the Presiding

witness , Michael B. Mazis , Ph.

' Dr. Mazis testifies to

some of the same substantive points as Complaint Counsel witness Geoffey D. Nunberg, Ph.
Compare Exhibit A at 6 to Exhibit Bat 3. Consequently Dr. Mazis should be prohibited from

testifying on PediaLean (and his expert report must be excised to remove discussion of
1 In their Final List of Proposed Witnesses

, Complaint Counsel state that Dr. Mazis shall testify " about respondents
marketing of the challenged products , the representations , and depictions in the promotional materials for the
challenged products , the meaning of those representations and depictions , consumer response to promotional
materials , and the scientific bases for his conclusions. " This motion to exclude is submitted as Respondents
objection to that identification in accordance with the Second Revised Scheduling Order, and extended by the
Court' s November 21 2005 order, requiring that objections to witness lists be fied on November 23 2005. In
addition to the reasons stated above , Respondents object to Dr. Mazis ' testimony to the extent to which it goes
beyond that offered in his expert report.

PediaLean) in light ofthe unnecessary duplication. Alternatively, Dr. Nunberg must be
prohibited from testifYing. In addition , Dr. Mazis impermissibly bases his opinions on subjective

belief and unsupported speculation lacking any empirical evidence. That testimony is not expert
and is excluded under Fed. R. Evid. 702. His testimony should therefore be deemed
inadmissible under FTC Rule 3.

, Fed. R. Evid. 403 and 702 and

Daubert v. Merrell Dow

Pharmaceuticals, Inc. , 113 S. Ct. 2786 (1 993)(which rules FTC regards as persuasive see In re

Herbert R. Bigson, Jr. , 1978 FTC LEXIS 375 at *2 , n.l (May 3 , 1 978)(attached as Exhibit C)).
Respondents request a

Daubert hearing on this motion.

THE FACTS
A. Background

FTC brought this action against Respondents alleging that the advertisements attached to

the Complaint as exhibits A- L for the products Leptoprin , Anorex , Cutting Gel , Tummy
Flattening Gel , Dermalin- APg, and PediaLean were unfair or deceptive acts or practices and the

making of false advertisements under Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission
See Complaint. Leptoprin and Anorex were a combination of ephedrine , caffeine , and

Act.

aspirin sold in a pill form to facilitate general weight loss for persons considered significantly
overeight.

Id. Cutting Gel , Tummy Flattening Gel , and Dermalin APg were topical gels

containing aminophylline sold to facilitate weight loss in targeted areas where the product was
applied.

Id. PediaLean was a fiber-containing product sold in a pill form to facilitate general

weight loss in overweight children.

Id.

B. Testimony and Report of Dr. Mazis
In his report , Dr. Mazis summarizes his credentials and expertise stating that as a
marketing research analyst for the Warner- Lambert Pharaceutical Company he designed

,"

marketing research surveys and focus group studies. Exhibit

A at 3. Dr. Mazis also states that

he has spoken before national associations and the Better Business Bureau on " designing
consumer perception surveys. "

Exhibit

A at 3.

Dr. Mazis states in his report that his " anticipated testimony will focus on a facial
analysis of respondents ' advertisements... "

Exhibit

A at 2. Dr. Mazis further states the facial

analysis that I have conducted is based on my knowledge , experence, and training in
understanding consumer perceptions of advertising and product labels. " It is not based on a
Id. at 4.

single confirmatory study or other relevant empirical basis.

At his deposition Dr. Mazis confirmed that he had no " consumer tests , copy test
penetration studies ,

focus groups or similar research that (he) conducted, directed , supervised or

assisted in connection with this matter. "

Exhibit E at 20. He

any empirical research in this case and that there were no plans for any.

stated then that he was not doing
Id. at 25 , 26.

Dr. Mazis cited no authority or published article , indeed no citation at all , that recognized
his " facial analysis " of advertising as an accepted method or procedure in the profession to
See Exhibit A at 4

measure consumer perception of weight loss advertising.

6. He cited no

empirical evidence for his opinion that select statements were " strongly implied despite the fact
Id. at 6-

that they do not appear on the face of the advertisements he evaluated.

, 14 , 16. He

cites no empirical evidence for his proposition that the topical gel advertising section entitled "

What's the Catch" lacks prominence and lacks " wording.. .likely to have an impact on
consumers ' processing of the message.

Id.

at 11- 12.

He cites no empirical evidence for the

proposition that " Consumers are much more likely to read the promotional messages than the
caveats.'''

Id. at 12. He cites no empirical evidence for the proposition that " words such as

redeposited' and ' help ' used in the first ' caveat' are confusing and.. .likely to be interpreted in

multiple ways by consumers.

Id. at 12. He cites no empirical evidence for the proposition that

consumers would be unfamiliar with the term " excess body weight" and that the term " overall
. at 16. He cites no empirical evidence for the

body weight" is more familiar to them.

proposition that " Most consumers would be unable to decipher the meaning of the statistical
information provided.

Id. at 17. He cites no empirical evidence for the proposition that " the

data are paricularly confusing because the numbers are not expressed in pounds.

Id.

Dr. Mazis cites three published aricles in his report and includes a fourth in attachments
to his report.

See Exhibit C to Exhibit A (LMS00738- 766). Not one provides support for use of

a facial analysis in determining consumer perception of advertising. Exhibit A at 15 , n.35 , and

, n.43 and 44. Not one examined advertising in the weight loss industry or dietar

supplement

industry examined. Exhibit A at LMS00739 (clothing detergent); LMS00745 (a variety of
consumer goods); and LMS00752- 3 (LMS00760 not included because it measured price , brand

name, and store name on buyer s perception). All articles measured the hypothesis stated in a
clinical test of human subjects.

See generally, Harrs et ai. Exhibit A at LMS00738; Hars id.

LMS00743; Searleman et aI id. at LMS00750; Rao et aI. id. at LMS00760 (a meta-analysis of-

previous experimental research). All presented empirical evidence to support their conclusions
and thus did not involve a " facial" analysis.

See generally, id.

Dr. Stephen M. Nowlis , the AT&T Distinguished Research Professor of Marketing in the

w. P. Carey School of Business at Arzona State University (Nowlis Statement attached hereto
as Exhibit F) finds fault inter alia with the " facial analysis " and the conclusions drawn

therefrom by Dr. Mazis. Dr. Nowlis finds " facial analysis " nothing more than unsubstantiated
opinion , not recognized in the profession as an accepted method for analysis of consumer
perception of advertising.

Id. at 3- 9. Dr. Nowlis finds advertising research , such as copy tests

the proper empirical basis for an opinion concerning consumer perception , not the
uncorroborated opinion of one person.

Id. In light of the frequently differing perceptions of

consumers as to the meaning of ad copy and light of persuasive skepticism about weight loss
advertising in paricular, Dr. Nowlis finds the " facial analysis " approach of Dr. Mazis unreliable.
Id. at 9- 11.

II.

THE

LAW

Under FTC Rule 3.31 , Fed. R. Evid. 702 , and the
competent to testifY as experts.

Daubert standard witnesses must be

See 113 S. Ct. 2786. Competence is measured by education

training, and experience in the subject addressed and by the acceptance and reliability of the

methodology used for assessment. Dr. Mazis bases his opinion entirely on a " facial analysis
, on one man s opinion (his own) and not on any empirical evidence. As such , he lacks a

competent and reliable foundation for assessment. His opinion is not derived from the generally
accepted testing method (survey research or copy tests) used to discern consumer perception.
Fed. R. Evid. 702 states:
If scientific , technical , or other specialized knowledge wil assist the trer of fact to
understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert
by knowledge , skill , experience , training, or education , may testify thereto in the form of
an opinion or otherwise , if:
(1) the testimony is based upon suffcient facts or data
(2) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods , and
(3) the witness has applied the principles and methods reliably to the facts of the
case.

The Federal Rules of Evidence are persuasive authority in FTC adjudicative hearings in
determining evidentiar issues.

See In re Herbert R. Gibson, Jr. , 1978 FTC LEXIS 375 , at *2

l (May 3 , 1978)(Federal Rules of Evidence are "persuasive

authority"

in FTC adjudicative

hearings)(Exhibit C). The party proffering the testimony has the burden of establishing the
admissibility of expert testimony and the qualifications of the expert witness by a

,"

'"

preponderance of proof. Meister v. Medical Engineering Corp. 267 F. 3d
Daubert , 509 U. S. at 592 n. lO (citing

200l)(citing

1123 ,

Bourjailv v. U. , 483 U. S.

(D. C.Cir.

171 ,

175- 176

(1987)).

Daubert standard. Under

The application of Fed. R. Evid. 702 is qualified by the

Daubert , two questions must be addressed before proffered expert testimony can be accepted by
the trer of fact: (1) whether the expert' s testimony is based on ' scientific knowledge ' and (2)

whether the testimony " wil assist the trier of fact to understand or determine a fact in issue.
509 U. S. at 592. "' Scientific ' implies a grounding in the methods and procedures of science

and "' knowledge ' connotes more than subjective belief or unsupported speculation."
The

Id. at 590.

Daubert test is applicable to any expert , not just one whose expertise is " scientific.

Kumho Tire Company, Ltd. v. Carichael , 526 U. S. 137 , 141 (1999). The question before the
trial court is whether " this paricular expert (has) suffcient specialized knowledge to assist the
(trer of fact) ' in deciding the particular issues in the case.

Weinstien s Federal Evidence p702. 05(1), p. 702- 33
in

Daubert ofthe

Federal Rules of

Id. at 156 (citing 4 J. McLaughlin

(2d ed. 1998)(citations omitted)). "Nothing

Evidence requires a district court to admit opinion evidence

that is connected to existing data only by the

ipse dixit

ofthe

expert."

Id.

at 157 (citing

Joiner

522 U. S. at 146). "A court may conclude that there is simply too great an analytical gap between
the data and the opinion proffered."

Joinder, 522 U. S. at 146 (citations omitted). Where there is

no indication in the record that experts in the industry recognized as reliable the methodology of
the proffering expert and no articles or papers validate that approach , then exclusion of the
expert' s testimony is appropriate.
Scientific Knowledge.

Id.

The first prong requires that the Court focus on "principles and

methodology, not on the conclusions that they generate Daubert at 595

and thus demands a

,'

grounding in the methods and procedures of science , rather than subjective belief or unsupported
speculation.
(D.

Id.

Cir. 2001) citing

see also Meister v. Medical Engineering Corp. , 267 F.3d 1123 , 1126

at 590;

Ambrosini v. Labarraque 101 F. 3d

129 , 133 (D.

Cir. 1996). " In order to

qualifY as ' scientific knowledge,' an inference or assertion must be derived by the scientific

method. Proposed testimony must be supported by appropriate validation - i.
based on what is known.

Daubert , 509 U. S. at 590. Under

good grounds,'

Daubert , courts must stil regulate

the subjects and theories of expert testimony, and " the word ' knowledge ' connotes more than
subjective belief or unsupported speculation. Ambrosini , 101 F. 3d at 134 citing
Helicopter Textron. Inc. , 999 F.2d 549 , 569- 570 (D.

Joy v. Bell

Cir. 1993)( citations omitted).

Four factors are considered in evaluating scientific validity: (1) whether the theory or
technique can be and has been tested; (2) whether the theory or technique has been subjected to
peer-review and publication; (3) the method' s known or potential rate of error; and (4) whether

Id. at 593-

the theory or technique finds general acceptance in the relevant scientific community.

94;

see also Ambrosini , 101 F.3d at 134.
Expert testimony that rests solely on ' subjective belief or unsupported speculation ' is not

reliable.

Daubert , 509 U. S. at 590. The court' s inquiry must " focus on the principles and

methodology (used) rather than on the conclusions they generate. "

509 U. S.

at 595. " A court

may refuse to admit expert testimony if it concludes that ' there is simply too great an analytical

gap between the data and the opinion proffered.
Georgetown College , 219 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D.

Groobert v. President and Directors of

C. 2002) citing

General Electric v. Joiner 522 U.

136 , 146 (1997).

Aiding the trier offact

The second prong of

Daubert

primarly concerns

relevance.

Id.

at 591. The court must determine whether the proffered exper testimony is " suffciently tied to

the facts of the case that it will aid the (trier of fact) in resolving a factual dispute.

Id. (citation

omitted). This factor is also described as " fit " meaning whether the testimony fits the factual
dispute. ''' Fit' is not always obvious , and scientific validity for one purpose is not necessarily

scientific validity for other, unrelated purposes.

Ambrosini , 101 F. 3d at 134 citing

Daubert , at

591.
Duplicative testimony.

Under Rule 403 ofthe Federal Rules of Evidence , a court may

exclude relevant evidence which is otherwise cumulative , a waste of time , misleading, or
confusing to the trier of fact , or which causes undue delay or unfair prejudice.

See id; see also

Secretary of Labor v. DeSisto , 929 F.2d 789 , 795 (1st Cir. 1991)(Rule 403 ofthe Federal Rules
compare to id.

of Evidence enables a trial judge to exclude needlessly cumulative evidence);

796 (where trial court' s limitation on witnesses was an abuse of discretion because limitation

was arbitrary).

II.

ANALYSIS

Dr. Mazis ' proffered testimony on the PediaLean advertising should be excluded because

it is duplicative of the testimony offered by Complaint Counsel' s witness Dr. Geoffrey Nunberg.

Both offer testimony on consumer perception of those advertisements. Moreover , Dr. Mazis
proffered testimony as to all products identified in the Complaint should be excluded as

subjective belief and unsupported speculation, lacking an authoritative basis , inadmissible under
FTC Rule 3.

, Fed. R. Evid. 403 and 702 , and the

Daubert standard.

Dr. Mazis ' Proffered Testimony on PediaLean Is Duplicative
Dr. Mazis offers the opinion that
(T)he facial analysis for PediaLean revealed that ads for PediaLean strongly imply that
the product causes substantial weight loss in overweight or obese children. Ads promise
hope for you and your overweight child. " The advertising for PediaLean also

,"

communicates to consumers that clinical testing proves that PediaLean causes substantial
weight loss in overweight or obese children.

Exhibit A at 6. In comparison , Dr. Nunberg offers the following conclusions in his expert report:
The PediaLean advertisements "represent that PediaLean is an effective weight loss
product for fat or obese children , which wiUlead to ' significant weight loss ' for the
consumer s child.
The PediaLean advertisements "represent that the consumer can expect results like
those in the clinical tests it reports; it is a ' clinically proven solution. ",
In the context of the PediaLean advertisements significant can only be interpreted
as having the sense ' of a noticeably or measurably large amount,' rather than its
sense in statistics , where it applies to observations that cannot be ascribed to chance.
In the use of the word (significant), there are no material differences between
speaking of a significant weight loss and speaking of a substantial weight loss: no
weight loss could qualify under one description and not under the other. This point is
supported by examination of the uses of both terms in press stories and on the Web.
More generally, the (PediaLean) Advertisements characterized PediaLean as
effective ' and as a ' solution ' for the problems of children who are substantially
overweight (' fat' or ' obese ), from which it can only follow that the product will
cause substantial loss of weight."

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

Exhbit Bat 3. Thus ,

those two experts are analyzing the same materials and proffering the same

opinions. Their testimony is duplicative and , therefore , under Fed. R. Evid. 403 either Dr.
Nunberg must be excluded from testifying or Dr. Mazis ' testimony limited to products other than
PediaLean.

Dr. Mazis ' Proffered Testimony Is Subjective Belief and Unsupported Speculation
Dr. Mazis ' proferred testimony is based on subjective belief and unsupported speculation.
It is thus inadmissible under FTC Rule 3.31 , Fed. R. Evid. 702 , and the
Scientifc knowledge.

Daubert

standard.

Dr. Mazis ' proffered testimony is not based upon scientific

knowledge and will not assist the trier of fact to understand or determine a fact in issue. As
stated by Dr. Nowlis , Dr. Mazis ' proposed testimony cannot be validated based on published
authority and lacks evidentiary reliability.

See Exhibit F. The opinions expressed in Dr. Mazis

report are not backed by any peer-reviewed scientific publication or research based on accepted
See Exhibit F

methodologies.

Dr. Mazis ' report is based entirely on his purported " facial analysis " that , as Dr. Nowlis

explains , is solely the opinion of one individual (Dr. Mazis ' own) and contrar to the empirical
See Exhibit

methodologies accepted in the community of experts studying consumer behavior.

F. Furthermore ,

as Dr. Nowlis explains , Dr. Mazis ' report also contains erroneous assumptions
Id. Dr. Mazis ignored consumer

contrary to published material on pragmatic implications.

skepticism towards advertising. Finally, he erroneously conveys the impression that the
caveats " that appear in the topical gel advertising are in a smaller tyesize

than the "main " claims ( see Exhibit

A). Exhibit Fat 11- 12.

and

differing font

That is not the case and there is no

authority supporting Dr. Mazis ' proposition that consumers would not read those caveats.
Exhibit F at 11. In short ,

See

Dr. Mazis lacks an appropriate , recognized , empirical basis for any

opinion , let alone an expert opinion on consumer perception of the advertising at issue.
Fitness.

Dr. Mazis offers no appropriate assistance to the trier of fact. He does not

follow recognized methodologies of experts in the field to arve at his opinions and thus they are

of no greater value to the trer of fact than any single lay opinion. Moreover, since the accepted
methodology is to measure consumer perception by recognized experimental methods (Exhibit
F), use of opinion statements such as those of Dr. Mazis ' are highly prejudicial. Dr. Mazis
opinions fail to rise above the level of subjective belief and unsupported explanation , thus failing
to satisfY FTC Rule 3.31 , Fed. R. Evid. 403 and 702 , and the

Daubert standard. Thus , Dr. Mazis

should be excluded because his testimony is incompetent opinion evidence lacking any accepted
scientific foundation.

_. ,

III.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons , Respondents respectfully request that his Honor exclude the
testimony of Complaint Counsel' s witness , Dr. Mazis.
Respectfully submitted
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LMS00701

...

EXPERT REPORT OF MICHEL B. MAZIS
I have been asked by the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") to provide expert
testimony in tbe FTC matter of Basic Research. LLC, et al. (Docket No. 9318).
The matter concerns allegations about the adverising and labeling

APg, Sovage

Twny Hatting Gel. Cuttg

Gel , Anorex .

for Dermalin-

Letoprin , and

PediaLan. My anticipated tesony win t us on a facial anaiysis of
respondents ' adversements in newspapers and tabloids, in magazines, in .
television and radio commercials, on Internet websites , and on product labels. A

suar of my qualifications and anticipated testimony follows.
SUMMAY OF QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
Credentials aod Expertse

I am a Professor of Mareting at the Kogod School of Business . Amercan

Universty. I have been a fac1;1ty member at American University for 25 year
serving over 10 years as cbair of the Deparent of Marketing. During my
teaching career at American Universty. I have taught undergraduate

marketing courses , including courses in consuer

and graduate

behavior , marketing r.esearh

principles of marketing, marketing management, and Internet marketing.
AUached to ths report is a current copy of my cmrculum vitae , which contains a

complete description afmy professional backgr01md. (See Appendix A.
I received my B.s. degree in Economics from the University of Pennylvania, my
A. degree from New York University, and my Ph. D. degree in Business
Administration from Pennsylvania State University.
From 1976 to 1979 , J served as an in-house marketing expert allhe Food and

LMS00702

'---

Drg Administration ("FDA") and at the FTC. I have served as a 'Consultt

on

adversing issues and consmer behavior for the FTC, FDA , Consum Product
Safety Conuission, Deparment of Justice, U. S. Mint. Bureau of Alcohol
Tobacco, ard Fireans, and the State ofCalifomia. (See Appendix B for a list of
cases in which I have tesified.

I have also worked as a marketing research analyst for the Warer-Laber
Phaaceutical Company. In ths position,1t designed marketing reseh surveys
and focus group studies.

I am a member of the Amercan Marketg Asociation and a member and fonner
director of th
Public Policy

Association for

Marketing

Consumer Researh. I was

Journal of

editor of the

fiom 1992 to 1995 , and I was Associate Editor of

The

fiom 1998 to 2001.

Journal of Consumer Affairs

I have published over 60 aricles in academic jourals

proceedings. My reearch has bee publishe in the

d conference
Journal of Marketing,

Journal of Conser Research , Journal of Marketing Research , Journal of Public
Policy

Marketing, The Journal of Conser Affairs, Journal of Personality and

Social Psychology, Journal

(he American Medical Association.

of Exerimental Social Psychology,

and

Journal of

I was pricipal investigator on a thee- year

grant from the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism to study

consumer perception of alcohol warnng labels. In
designg consumer

addition ,

I have spoken on

perception surveys at conferences sponsored by the

American Marketing Association , American Bar Association . and Better Busines
Bureaus (National Advertising Division).

LMS00703

_..
--_

Based on my knowledge, experience, education and training, 1 consider myself to

be an exper in conser

behavior,

in marketing research, in consuer

onse

to adversing and other promotional materials , and in measuring adverising
deception.

Materials Considered
- The documents

complait and

that J considered in fonnng my opinions include the FTC

attached exhibits and other advertsig materials suplied by the

FTC (incJudingprit adverisements, radio commercials , television commercials
trscrpts of rado

and television commerials, promotional materals , and

product packages). I have also cited academic arcles that I have considered.
- (See

Appendix C). I reserve the right to modify my opinions based on other

materials that I may receive in the futue.

Compensation

to.

For my work in ths case , ) am being paid $200 per hour.

SUMARY OF EXPERT OPINION
11.

The facial analyss that) have conducted is based on my knowledge, experience
trainig in understanding

consumer perceptions of advertising and product

labels. I have also relied on the psychological resarch conducted on pragmatic

impHcations. Prgmatic implications occur when statements in an adversement

strongly suggest something that is not explicitly assered- In the advertising
disseminated by resondents , I have found numerous examples of claims that are

not direcHy assered but that are communicated to consumers because they are

strongly implied. Such pragmatic implications

OCCUT because

many of the

advertisements include strong efficacy statements , reports . of clinical testing, vivid
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visual images, discussions about the high prices charged , and evocative product
names.
12.

. The facial analysis focused on

th product categories: topica products, weight-

loss products for adults and weight-loss

products fOT children.

analysis

The faal

of advertsing for the topical products (Dermalin- APg, Cutting Gel , and Tumy
FJattemng Gel) reveaed that the adversing and product packaging stngly

implies that using these product results in (1) rapid fat loss , (2) visibly obvious
fat loss, and (3) rapid and viSJDlyobvious fat loss in tbe areas to which the

products are applied. Ads for these products include statements such as "watch
them (waist and abdomen) shnk in size withn a matter of days,
melts away,

fat literly

penetrting gel for visible reduction of surace body fat

targeted

fa110ss " and "spot-reducing gel." Also , the names Cuttg Gel and Tumy

Flattening Gel strngly

suggest that use of

the products produces visibly obvious

fat loss. Moreover, the use of visual images , such as slim models and models
with welJ- defed

muscles ,

furter strengtens the verbal statements made in the

advertsing. In addition , phrases such as " 8. double-blind clinical trai" and

clinically proven " strongly suggest to consumers that claims in the ads are
supported by published , clinical tesing.
13.

The facial analysis of advertising for Leptopri

and AJorex found

that ads faT.

these products strongly implied that product use results in substlqtial weight loss

and fat loss in significantly overweight adult users. Ads stated that these products

were developed for "signi fi can tly overweight " individuals who need to lose at

least 20 or 30 pounds. Ads also prov:ided repoJ1s from teslimonialists who
reponed losing between:) I and 216 pounds using Leptoprin. Retail brochures
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also strongly suggest that diet and exercise are unnecessary for the products to
achieve claied results. In addirion , references to "to

published cliC?al trals

strongly suggest to consumers thattbe claims in the ads for Leptopri are
surted by published, clirrcal testing.
14.

Finally, the facial analysis of ads for PediaLean revealed that ads for
PediaLan strongly imply that the product causes substanrial.weigbt loss in

overweight or obese children. Ads promise.t11ope for you and yom overeight
child. "

Tbe advertising for PediaLean also communcates to

clinical testing proves that that PediaL

consumer that

caus substantial weight loss in

overeight or obese children

FACIA AN_4.YSIS OF ADVERTISING
AdverfsiDI! for Topical Products

J5.

Adversements for Dennalin- APg, Cutting Gel , and Tummy Flattenig

Gel

strongly imply that using these products cause (1) rapid fat loss, (2) visibly

obvious fat loss, and (3) rapid and visibly obvious fat loss in the areas to wrnch the topical product is applied. These representations are made though effcacy

statements ("penetrting gel emulsifies fat on contact" and " goes to work

directly

on your abs , biceps , gImes , pees , or anywhere else you rub it in ), statements
about clinica testig (" clinically

proven " and "double-blind

clinica tral"),

and

thrugh visual images (slim models with flat abdomens and muscular models with

wen-defined muscles ).

Rapid Fat Loss
16.

Advertisements for Dennalin-APg strongly iniply that using the product results

in rapid fat loss. For example. ads state that the "Penetrating

Gel Emulsifies Fat
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on Contact. "

Moreover, ads state "Just apply Denn!lin- APg s tranderaJ gel

your waist and tummy and watch them

shr in size withn a matter of days.

" In

describing the " story" ofDeraHn-APg s development , ads mention that although
a"

fat- dissolving ingredient" was clscovered in 1993 it took seven more yea to

produce a base fonnula that would enable it to "work quick1yon all pars of

body. " The advertising strongly implies that the DeraJin- APg fonnulation
enabled ths " discovery"

to work quickly onJalI par of the body. Adversements

also describe a " scientific"

experment: "Put DennaJin-APg

in a culture

with fat cens and you can literally watch them deflate - similar to stckig a pin
into a baBoon.

! This

desption strongly implies that Dennali-APg acts in a

similar maper when applied topicaI1y; fat cells star to deflate instatly.

In

addition , a retal brochure contaied a section of " fjequently asked questons. "

In

answer to the question "When can I expect to see results? " the brochure stated .

Vou wil begin to see an improvement within ten days. After 30 days , you
expect substantial results.' .2 Thus , there are numerous examples in ads for

Derahn-APg that consumers are likely to perceive as claims for rapid fat loss.
17.

Adverisements for Cutg Gel make similar representations. Ads clai that
Cutting Gel " dissolves stubborn body fat on contact " and "dissolves surace body

fat on contact. "

F:Urther,

literaily melts away. "
results in " about

ads maintai that as a result of using Cuttg Gel "fat

In addition ,

ads asser that users will obtain the desired

ten days." Advertisements also stale .' Put Cutting GeI

culture dish with fat cens and you can HteraJJy watch them deflate

in a

- similar to

, Statements mentioned in this paragraph appear in ads sho\..' in Exhibll A Jnd Exhibit B 10 FTC
Complaint
;; ROOJ2259
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stcking a pin into a baJIoon.'.3

As stated previously,

ths sttement strongly

implies that when Cuttng Gel is applied topically fat cells star to defla

instantly. Therefore , there are many inslances of strongly implied claims in ads
for Cuttg Gel that consumer ar likely to perceive as communcating rapid fat

loss. .
18.

Adversements for Twny Flattenng Gel also strongly imply that product use

causes rapid fat loss. For example, ads decIke that "when beta adrengic
stimulants such as EpidrJTM ar added to a cultue dish with adipose (fat) ceJls,
the ceI1s deflate as they release their stored fat - ver similar

to the way a balloon

deflates when 'Sck with a pin." Such a descrption strongly implies that
Flaneng Gel ,

Tumy

which contans Epidrl , wiI sta working quickly when applied

topically. In addition, ads state that"

Epidril-containing gels have bee proven

to emulsify fat on contact... '" and that users will "see draaric, visible relts
approximately 19 days:'" As a reslt,

in

consumers reading ads for Tummy

Flanening Gel are likely to "take away" the message that using the product reslts
in rapid fat loss.

Visiblv Obvious Fat Loss
19.

Adverisements for Dermalin-APg also stongly imply that use of the product
leads to visibly obvious fat loss. Ads assert that the product "

reduces the

accuulation of ' age-reI atoo , body fat around your waist and abdomen" an it
not only helps reduce dimpled appearance of your celIul1te-afficted ars ,

but

also has the distinct ability to actually reduce the size of' saddlebag ' thghs
, Exhibit D to FTC Complaint
. Exhibit F and Exhibil G to FTC CompJaint
5 Exhibit A to FT-

C Complain
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Also, the Dennalin-APg package indicates
appearance of problem

that

the product wjl "reduce

ea fat accumulation and visible ceIIulite depsits.

Similarly, the Cuttg Gel package states that it is "penetrting gel for the visible
reduction ' of surace body fat" and that it leaves "pure, ripped muscle

Ads for Cutting Gel maintain "You will see the differce
else)'''s and " Cutting

GelTM

(and so

behd!,,7

will everone

reduce suace fat and expses the toned muscle

beneatb!"9 Use of words such as "ripped" uid- tighter' in conjunction with words
such as abs tlgh and glutes convey the impression to consuers that Cutting
Gel reduces fat and such a reduction is visibly obvious. JO Of course, the

Cutting Gel" and ..Tummy Flatteng

Gel" stongly

n3m

imly that the products

produce visibly obvious effects. In addition , ads for Tumy

Flatteng Gel

promise "dratic , visible results in approximately 19 days" and refer to a
'perectly sculpted midsection. "II Also , the visual images shown in
advertisements for the thee topical products convey the impression that use of

the

products leads to visibly obvious fat loss. For example. slim female models

shown in the ads for DenaJin-APg and Tummy Flatteng

gel ,

and well-muscled

male models and ' 'tight '' female models are shown in the ads for Cutting Gel.

Consequently, consumers are likely to perceive that advertising for DennaIinAPg, Cutting Gel , and Tumy FJatteningGel communicates that using the

product will result in visibly obvious fat loss.

6 ROO09151
; Exbil C 10

FTC Complain!

S Exhbit D to FTC Complain!
9 ROO06757
10 Exhibit

D and Exhibll E 10 FTC CompJaint
II Exhibit F to FTC Complaim
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Visibly Obvious Spot Fat Loss
20.

Advertisements for Dennalin-APg, Cutting Gel , and Tumy F1attening Gel
strongly imply that visibly obvious fat loss occurs in the area to wmch the topica

product is applied. For example , ads state that "Deralin-APg
spot reduce. Put it on your thighs - slimmer thighs. ,, 12 Oter

APg assert "Finally! Targeted Fat Loss. Helps

peits Y,?u to

ads for Denn

reduce destor

body fat

wherever applied:,13 The Cutting Gel packJge directs user to

--Focus on one

targeted area at a time (i. , abs , quads, trceps , etc. ) until you acheve
results " and suggests that user " .. .apply Cutting GelThf

Iin-

des

topically, diectly to the

specific area that need ext definition " 14 Ads indicate that "Cuttng Gel goe to
work

directly on your. abs, biceps, gJutes pee , or anywhere else you rub it in:,l5

Ads for TWIY

Flattening Gel declare

allows for precise,

targeted deliver...

caable of effective reduction

new , highly concentrted fonula

Ths

makng it the firs tre

spot-r-eucing ge

f dense abdominal fat. " Of course, the name

Twny Flattening Gel" itself strongly suggests that the gel when applied to the
abdominaJ area causes a reduction of" tummy

" fat. Therefore, consuer are

likely to perceive that ads for De

alin- APg, Cutting Gel , and Tumy Flattening

Gel communicate that using these products will cause visibly obvious fat loss in
the areas to which the products are applied.

Exibit A to
13

FTC Complaim

R0009316

14 Exhibit C to

Ex1Jit D 10

FTC Complainr
FTC Complaint
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Clinical Testio!!
21.

Ads for Cuttig

that "published

Gel

clai that it is a "clinicaHy proven, patented fonnula"16 and

climea) trals

prove Cutting Gel'

TM power.., 17

Ads for Tummy

Flattening Gel mention that it is "clinicaUy proven" and that its effects have been
verfied by two published clinica

Gel and

traJS..,18 As a resul adversing for Cutting

Tmny Flattenig Gel likely communicates to consumers that published

clinica testing support claims that these proucts
fat loss in area of the body to which they ar

cause

rapid and visibly obvious

applied.

So What' s The Catch?"or "The ' Fine Print'"
22.

Many of the adversements for Dennalin-APg, Cuttng Gel
, and Tumy

Flattening Gel include a section entided "So What's The Catch?" or "

Prt '" with " two caveats'" In the fITt

par of the section,

The ' Fine

conswner are -

infonned that the adversed product releases fat into tbe blood Steam and that

they have to "help" bum off the fat by increasing physical activity or
caoric activity to prevent the fat from being redeosited. In the

decreaing

second par of the

section , consumer are cautioned to avoid using the adversed product "

allover

yom body at the same time" because there is " simply no way for your body to
utilie aJl the

23.

newly releasd fat.,19

The relative lack of prominence and wording of these "caveats

" are likely to have

an impact on consumers ' processing of the message. First , the "

caveats" are

much less prominent than the provocative headJines - "Penetrting

16

Gel Emulsifies

Exhibit E to FTC Complaim

17 ROOO6757

and ROOIJ6792

IS Exhibit F and

Exhi\111 G 10 FTC Complaint

/9 Exhibit A (0 FTC Complaint
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Fat on Contact," "Ripped Abs Jlpped Pecs Ripped Glutes
and "Reduces

Tumy Fat." Consumer are much more likely to read the

promotional messages than the "caveats:'
and "help "

Ripped Everyg,

used in the fIrst "caveat" ar

Second, words such as "redeposited"

confing, and

they are likely to be

interpreted in multiple ways by consumers. For example,

if consumers fail

exercise or reduce calorie intake, will the fat that is forced into the blood

be "redeposited" in the same spot that the g

I- has

bee applied or wil it be

redeposted" in other area of the body? 1n addition, while increased physical
activjty and calorie reduction " help " to preent fat

:&om being "redeposited

" are

such changes in behavior required for effective spot reduction? Respondents
retail brochure indicates that DeImalin- APg wi)) "work faster" with an increae in

physical activity, a decrease in caoric

intake,

or a metabolism-enhancing dietar

supplement. 20 Thus, consumer are likely to read ths brochure and conclude that

the adversed product win still be effective without additional physical activity

and reduced calorie consumption. Finally, the second "caveat"
with the first "caveat." The fit

caveat

conflcts ,

in par

appear designed to communicate to

consumers a limitation on the potential effectiveness of the topical product by
mentioning the benefits of increased physical activity and reduced caloric intake.
However, the second "caveat" reinforces the products' effectivenes

by focusing

on the idea that "there is simply no way for your body to deal with that much
released fat.',21

20 ROO12259
21 Exhibit

F to FTC Complaint
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Advertsine for Leptopri

and

ADorex

Substantial Wei2ht Loss in Shmifcantlv Overweiebt Users
24.

The adversements for Letoprin and Anorex strongly imply that product use
leads to substatial weight loss in significantly overeight user. Ads indicate

that the products have been developed for "sigfficatly

overeight" individuals

who need to lose "20 or more pounds " or ' 'more than 30 pounds of exce
weight' ,n

In addition

, television and radio clrnercials

for Leptoprin

boy

provide

testimonials from individuals who claim to have lost 31 pounds , 38 pounds , 50

pounds, 60 pounds, 80 pounds, 147 pounds , and 216 pounds using Leptoprin.
The potency ofLetoprin and Anorex also has beeD extoIled in statements such as

lfyou reone of those people who constantly wony about five or six vanty
pounds, Letoprin. is not fOT you. Leptoprin is much too expenive and much too.

powerl for the caal dieter. ,,24 Moreover, because the name " Anorex " is
siilar to the word " anorexia

" it is 1Jkely to comnnmicate to consumers the idea

of substantial weight loss. Also, consumer brochures for Leptopri

and Anorex

suggests that diet and exercise are unnecessar to achieve the claimed reslts:

The clinical studies proVig Leptoprin s (Anorex s) effectiveness were
conducted without caJoric restrction or an exercise regimen.

"zs Therefore

, ads

for Leptoprin and Anorex likely communicate to consuer that use of the

products results in substantial weight loss insignificatly

overeight users ,

even

withoUt dieting or exercise.

12

Exhbits H, I , and J to FfC Complaint and R0000224
:! Exhbit H to FTC Complainl and ROO I 2334-ROOJ V46

24 ExJ'bil H to FTC Complainl and ROOl23
25 R0029768 and R0006551
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Substantial Fat Loss in Silmificantlv Overweieht Users
25.

Adversing for Letoprin and Anorex declares that use oithe products results in
substantial fat loss:

26

However, if substtial, excess body fat is adverely afecting your health
and self- eseem, then it' s time for you to discover Leptopri (Anorex)the
comprehensive weight-loss cmnpound desgned spcifically to
overcome your genetic predisposition.

fi

The advertising goes on to state tht

Leptoprm (and Anorex) '

unatically

intereres with the process of converting caories to fat:' that " it 'mobiliz
stoted

fat , moving it out of the fat ceIJ and thereby reducing the size of the fat cell

mass " and that it "inbits

the

creation of new fat ceUs...7

Thus

, ads for

Leptoprin and Anorex strongly imply that use of the products results in substantial

fat loss in signficantly overeight users.

Clinical Testine
26.

The advertising for Leptoprin indicates that the weight loss and fat loss claims
are supported by cliical

testing. For example, a television commercial for

Leptoprin trmpets that the product is n backed by ... two

published cIiIcal

trials 28 In addition , a ramo commercial describes the clinical studies in

grter

detail:

The first stdy that was done on it was actually published in the
International Joural of Obesity and the second stuy was published in tbe
Journal of The Amercan College ofNutrtion.

Ibid.

26 Exhibit J and Exhibit J 10 FTC Complaint and
27

ROOln JOane ROOO0244

28 ExI"bit H to I:T( . Complaint
29

R00l2336
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Thus , adverising for Leptoprin likely communicates to consumer that the weight
loss and fat loss claims discussed in pargrhs 24 and 25 are support

published. clinical tesg.
Hieb Price
27.

Advertg for Leptoprin and Anorex also highlight the products' high price
($153 a botte). Advertisements ask the

question: "Wen is a diet
cause " Leptoprin

a bottle?" The answer provided include:

pil

wort $153

is simply t)e most

powerl , clincal1y proven weight conn-o) compound avmlable,,3o and "When it
works. ReaJy works:.
Anorex. 32

! This theme

.
High prce is also emphasized

is

echoed in other ads for Letoprin
in

and

ads for Dermaln-APg: "At $135. 00

a

jar it better be good... ,,33 and "At that price. it beter be good... ,,34 Academic
reseach has shoWJ that consuers associate a higher prices with higher
qualit

products. 35 Therefore, ads for Letoprin, Anorex, and DennaJin-APg that refer to
the high price are likely to reinforce conswner ' perceptions about product

effcacy. .

30

Exibit H to FTC Complaint
31 ROOl2338 and
R0012346
32
R0012310. RO(l!2335 , and R0000257
Exibit A and Exhibit B to FTC Complaint
.. ROOO9252
0;'

Akshay
. Ra 1 and Kent B. Momoe The Effect of Price , Brand Name , and Store Name on Buyers
Pm:eptions ofPn,duct Quality~ Anlntc;grbve Review Journal of MarkEing Researd7.
Vol. , August
1989
351. 35-
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28.

The advertsements for

Pedi3Lean

PediaL strongly imply that product use leads to

substantial weight loss in overweight or obese children. Ads show a

pict of

what appear to be a mother comfortng her significantly oveneigbt child. Ads
indicate that PediaL gjves "hope for you and your overeight child"
and

discuss the "pain and embanment" that is sufered by. "more than 11 milJon
overweight and obese school-aged children in.the United States.',36

Adversing

also emphasizes that PediaL resuted in "significat

m virtally

weight loss

ever child studied.',37 In addition, the name "

PedaLan " is likely to

communcate to consumer the idea of substantial weight loss because most

conswner are likely to associate "Pedia" with children and "
Lean " with

slim , or slender. Therefore. the advertising and the product name
overcight and obese

children willose

an extensive

sugge tht

amount of weight fim

using PeiaLean.

29.

Ads for PediaLan also indicate that "Children who used PediaLea along with a
healthy, but not calorie-reduced diet and modest exercise lost an incredible

20010

of their excess body weight:,38 Many consumers have only
numerical literacy,39

and they

rudimentar levels of

would be unlikely to discern that the 20% refers to

excess body weight " (an unfamiliar tern1) rather than overall body weight (a
more familiar term). Other ads for PediaLan provide more detail
c1inical study and supply a complex discussion of the study

about the

s results. This

36 Exhibit K and
Exhbit L 10 FTC Complainl
37 Exhibit L \0 FTC
Complaint
36 Exhibit K to FTC Complaint
39 National

Cemer for Educational Statistics. " Aduh Lileracy in Americ
: Overview of 1992 Results
llresoUTccs/92resuJls. asp

al hnp:iincl's- ed.

" 1992

1(1
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discussion reports , for example, that"

""

children showed a drop of excess body

1.3 15% W:O. OOO5).'.40 Most consumers wo)id be

weight from 51:16% to

.uable to decipher the

meang of the statistical infonnatioD provided. The data

presented are par ularly confung because the number are not expresed in
pounds. Also h'keJy
10SS:

,41 AJthough

confusing to

consuers is the phre " signficant weight

the reported stdy may refer to a "-statisticalJy signficant"

. weight loss , most consumers , who are unaniilar with statstic

concep, would

be likely to equate the "signficant weight loss;' descrbed in the PedaL ads
with a substantial , extenive , or considerble weight loss.
30.

FinaIJy, ads for PediaLean refer to the clinical tral discusse abve. The

adverising includes phres such as "cliIcally proven
and effective

clinically proven solution

clinically proven sae

published medical studies don

lie... clinicalJy proven safe and effective and "well-controlled double-blind
c1inical tral.

..2 Therefore

, the advertsing for PediaLean likely communcates to

consumer that clinical testg

proves

that that PediaLea causes substantial

weight loss in overeight or obese children.

Exhibit L 10 FTC Complaint
41 Exhibit L to FTC Complaint
4: Exhibit K and

Exibit L to FTC Complain!
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CONCLUSION
31.

In conductig a faciaJ anaJysjs , it is importt to ases the over impression
conveyed by each adverisement. Thus ,

my opinions ar

about what is the likely conswner pereprion
a whole. In reaching my conclusions.

based on an evaJuation

of each of respondents '

ads taken as

1 have relied , in par on the psychological

reseach on pragmatic implications. Prgmatic implications occu when
statements stngly

suggest something that isnot explicitly aserted

, therby

leading the peron receiving the message (receiver) to make an inference.

Pragmaric implications are likely to occur when a message is stctued
lead the reiver

so as to

to use infonnation stored in memo!) in a maner that causes

receiver to make asswnptions not expressly conveyed in the message.

For example , on hearng "The clumsy waiter dropped the delicate glass
teacup, " we may infer that the teacup broke but it may not in fat have
done SO.

Such inferences are common because peole

lear that language communicates

far more than what is directly assered by a communicatoL However, pragmatic
implicarions aTe more troubling in adversing. Sometimes adversements do

not

directly asser a proposition, but such propositions may be pragmatically or
stongly implied ,

thereby encouraging consumers to make inferences. Research

has shown that there is little difference in . consumers ' processing of directly
assered (express) advertisig claims and claims that

are pragmatically implied.

Richa rd Jackson HaJJs , JuJia C. Pounds , Melissa 1. Maiorel1e , and Maria Merms. "
The Effec of Type
of Claim Gender, and Buying Hjs10r)" on Ihe Dra\'ing of Pragmatic Inferences from Advenisig Claim
Journal t)fConsmer Psychology,
Vol. 2 (No. I). 1993 . p. 84.
44 RichJld J. Hams
Comprehension of Pragmatic Implicalions in Ad\' enising. JOll17al of Applied

nh"j"gl'

Vo1.62 (No. 5), 1977 ,

pp. 603- 608.
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hi my facial anysis of Basc Reseh' s advertsing, I provide numerous
examples of clai

tht ar not dircty asserted but that ar liely comunicaed

to conswers because such clais
llplications occur

strongly impJied. These pxatic

beus many of resondents' adveriseent include

persive effcacy

stements and teonials,

accun of clica tests

consicuus visu images, reference to hip prices, and suggestive bra
naes.

Michael B. Maz

2-.

'.r.;tJ

Dat
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Associate Prfessor of Marketig; Septembe 1974 - June 1976
University of Florida
Ganesve, Horida

Maeting Reseah Anyst, Sepembe 1965 - August 1968

Wamer-Labe Phaaceutical Company
Monis Plais , New Jersey

EDITORSIDS

Edtor Joural oj Publi Poliy

Marketig, 1992- 1995

:Mchael B.Mazs. , ed Journ oJPuIU
. spal confernce issu

Polic

Marketig,

Vol. 10 (Number 1 , 1991),

Assocate Editor The Journ oJCons mer Affai , 1998-2001.

Michael B. Mazis , ed., Proceengs of 1982 America Psychological Assocation Conference
Division 23 (Consumer Psychology).

Louis Monis , Michael Mazs and Ivan Barofsky, eds Product Labeling and Healh Risks,
Haror Laboratory, New Yor 1980, 328 pages.

Banbur Center, Cold Sprig
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GRAS
Michael B. Mazs, ' "Evaluating Health Warng
Lals
for Alcoholic Beveraes " National
Institu on AJcohol Abuse and Alcoholism , Septembe 1989-September 1992 ($700, 000) and
grt sulement, 1990-1992 ($65, 000).

MichIB. Mas, ' "Marketig and Public Policy: Issues for the 1990' " Amerca Maretig
Asociaton, to fud

workshop

in Washington, D.

, August 1990 ($500).

PROFESIONAL PUBliCATIONS

Mas

1. Stehen Mier, Michael B.
and Pete L. Wrigh!.. "perceptual Distorton
Development of Brad Atttude: A Cogntive Model':' in David L Sparks -(-e),

the Concept of Jfarkeg,

Amercan Marketig Assoaton, 1970 , p. 119

in the
Broadening

(abst).

Maz and Robe Gree, ' 'Iplementig Socal Resnsibilty, MSU Business
Vol. 13 (Winte 1971), pp. 68-76 (Repted in W. P. Anthony,. J.B. Hayn and P. L.
Wis (eds. Soci Responsiblit of Bliiness,
Genera
, 1972 and A.B.
Cazll (ed.), Managig Corporat Soci Respomiil
litte , Brown and Company,
1977).

2. Michael B.
Topis,

Leg Prs

3. Stehen Miller, Michael B. Mazs , and Peter L Wright, ' 'Te Inuence of
-on Brad Atttude Development
of Marketg Research Vol.

Journ

pp. 447-

4. ':Mchael B. Mazis , "Decision-Makg Role and Inoration

Markeg

Research,

Vol. 9 (November 1972), pp. 441-

Brad Ambiguty

8.(ovebe 1971),

Prpcessig, Jourl of

5. Michael B. Mazs , and Timothy W. Sweeney, "Novelty and Personalty with Risk as a
Modrating Varable " in Bori W. Becker and Helmut Becker (eds. Maretg Edcaton
an the Real Worl American Maetig Association, 1972 , pp. 406-11.

Mas and R. Eugene klppel Varable Modular Tesg: A New Metod for
Incring Student Motivation and Learg in Lage Classes " in Bor W. Beker and

6. :Mchael B.

Helmut Becker (ed.
Associaton, 1972.

Marketg Educaton and the Real World

Amercan Marketig

Mazs and Robert B. Sette Consumer Reaction to Resction of Cho
Alteratives," in M. Venktesan (00. Proceedings,-Thd
Anual Assocation for Consum

7. Michael B.

Resear Conference, 1972, pp. 417-27.
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, pp.

),

8. . Michael B. Mazs and Marlyn Beutenmuller Atttudes Toward Women
s Liberation

and Perception of Adversements, " in M. Venatean (.r.

Anual Assocaton

fOI

Proceedings,

Consumer Researh Confernce , 1972 ,

Thd

pp. 428-35.

9. Michael B. Mazs Cogntive Tmng and Receptivity to Novel1normtion,
rnal of E.:rerent Socia PNYchology,
Vol. 9 (July 1973), pp. 307- 19.

5.

10. 1vchael B. Ma.is, Robe B. Sette and Denns C. Lelie, ccEliminaton of Pho
phate

P.sychologjcaI Reactae
(November 1973), pp. 390-

Detrgents and

Journl of Mor1rtig Researh Vol. 10

11. Michael B. Mazs , Dan M. Smith and Kenneth C. Cogrve The Inuence of
. Personalty, Interviewer Rac and Resndent R e on Resonses to a RacialyOrented Questionnaie:' in Thoma V. Gr (ee. Combined Proceedings
Amrican Mareting Association. 1973 , pp. 309- 13.

Prct

12. Michael B. Mas and Dan M. Smith , cc A Comparson of Genera and
Specific Risk Measur in the Prcton of Gaolie Pubases , n in Robert L
Kig
. (ed), Advances in Consumer Prceedings;
Amca: Marketig Assoc., 1973
309- 13.
13. Micbael B. Mars and R. Eugene Klppe, "Instrentaty Theories and Consumer
Atttudes: Comparng Alterative Models " in Pet L Wright (ee.
Ad."ances in
. Consumer Research Vo1.1, Association for Conumei Reseah , 1973
, pp. 346-7 .

(abstrct).

33.

14. Michael B. Mazs and Joh Farey, "Conumer Response to the Meat
Boycott" in .
Ronald C. Curhan (eel),
Combined Proceedings Amercan Marketng Assocation
. 1974 , pp. 329-

15. Michael B. Mazs, "Anti-Pollution Meaurs and Psychologica Reactace:
A Field

Journ of Perona an Soci

Experent,"

PNYchology,

Vol. 31 (Apri1975),

pp. 654-60. (Absct published in
PNYchology Toda
and
Huma Behar;
cQnduct d radio inteew on Canadan Broadasting Cororation s "
As It Is"
concerg the a:cle. Reprted in
Explorig Soci Psychology: The Readings

Steve L. Elysn and Amy Haberstadt emtors . McGrw-Hill , 1994.

16. Michael

B.

Mazs, Review of David A. Aak and George S. Day eds.

Consumerim: Seorchfor the Consumer Interest, Journ of Markeng,

(Api111975), p. 113.

Vol. 39

. 17. Michael B. Mars , OlI T. Ahtola and R. Eugene Klppl A Comparson of Four
Multi-Attbute Models in the Predicton of Co
er Atttudes:'
Journal of
Consumer Research Vol. 2 (June 1975), pp. 38- 52.
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B. Mazs, "Peronalty and Consumr Dissatisfacton: A
(ed),
Combined Proceedigs,
Multivarate Approach." in Edwar M.

18. John Farey and Michael

Ma

American Marketing Assocation , 1975, pp. 202-

19. Dim M. Smith and Mchael B. Mazs, "Racial Self-Identicaton and
Means of Unobtrsive Measure, The Jour of Soci Psychology,

Self-

Cont

VoL 98

(1976). pp: 221-

20. Michael B. Mazs and Jan Adkinson, "An Experimenta Evaluaton of a Proposed
COactive Adversig Remedy, Journal of Marketg ResetIch V 01. 13 (May
1976), pp. 178-83 (Reprinted in Richar J. Lut, editor, Contemporar Perectes
in Conser Reseach Kent Publishig Comp

y, 1981).

Teag

the Coumer Behavior Coure: A
21. Michael B. Mas and Joh H. Farcy, "
Blend pfTheor, Applications and Prsentaon," for Speal Eduction Issue

Pr
of

MarketigNewfl

(July 30, 1976).

Oll T. Abtola, Micha l B. Mazs and Lance J. Sever, "Exteded
cy- Value Approach to Contrcetive Alterntives" in Procee#gs of the
Exp
America
84th Annua Aman Psychological Associon Conventn,

. -22. Joel B. Coben

Psychological Assocation. 1976 ($strct).

23. Peter H. Rleitein and Michael B. Mazs Reglation of OTC Adversing: The
VoL 16
FDA 'Pcrption""
(September 1976), pp. 505-6, 524-5. .

JoumoftheAmeriPhaeuAssocin

24. Louis A. Mmr , Michael B. M s and Evelyn Gordon. "A Surey of the Efec of
Or Conceptve Patent Inormation, Journl of the Amer Medical
Vol. 238 (Decmber 5 , 1977), pj. 25048.
As$

cin

25. Michael B.. Mas , Louis. A. Moms and Evelyn Gordon, "Patient Recal and

For

of Ora Contrceptive
Atttudes about Two
Care Vo1. 16 (Decembe 1978), pp. 1045-54.

Patient InoIIaton,

Medal

26. Albe Wildt and Michael B. Mazs, ' 'Deternants of Scale Response: Label vs.
Position, Joural of Markeg Research Vol. 15 (May 1978), pp. 26127. Michael B. Mazs and Dens McNeill. ' The Use of Marketig Reseah in FTC
Research
in Marketig:
Decsion makng," Subhash C. Jain (eel),
Dilogus an Diectins American Maretig Assocation, 1978, pp. 308- 11.

Front

Can and Should the FTC Restct Adversing to
(ed. Advances in Consumer
Vol. 6, Assocation for Consumer Research , 1978 , pp. 3-

28. Michael B. Mazs, "Overew of
Chldrn s Workshop " in Willam
Research,

L. Wilke
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29. Kenneth L. Bernart and Michael B. M8zs, ' "Evaluatig Consumr Precon
" in Thomas C. Kinnea, el aI. (eds. Publi Policy Issues in Markdg,
Division of Researh, GraQDate School of Business Admistration , Univerty of

Prgrs,

Mchigan, 1979.

pp. 48-62.

30. Michael B. Mas, "Eect of InOlation on Pruct-Related Perceptons:' in
ed., Advances in Consumer Research,
Vol. 8 , An Arbor, Michgan:
C. Olson,
Association for Cosuer Reseah, 1980, pp. 538-40.

Jer

31. Michael B. Mazs and Louis A. Moms, ' "Evaluation of the Foo and
Admnistrtion s Patien Package Iner Progr Proceedngs 1980
Psychol gical Association , Division 23.
32. Michael B. Mazs The Futu

of Consumer

f. .

ction Regulation " jn Kent B.
Advances in Consumer Research Vol. 9, AI Arbor, Michan:
Association for Cosumr Reseach , 1981, pp. 455Pro

Monr, ed,

Berar

Ki,

33. Keeth
Thoma
Michaelloazs and Bomie B. Ree, "Ipact
of Publicity on Corrve Adversing Efec " in Kent B. Monroe, ed Advances in
Consumer Research Vol. 9, An Arbor, Michiga: Asation of
Reseah, 1981 , pp. 414-15.

Consuer

34. MichaeJ B. Mazs, "An Overew of Pruct Labelg and Health Risk " in Loui
Mors , Michael Mars and Ivan Barofsk,
Labeling and Heal Riks,
BanbUl

Center, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Sprng Har, New York 1980, pp. 1-

Mas, Richar Staelin, Howar Beales and Steven Salop, "'
for Evaluating Consumer Inormaton Reguation, Journal of Marketing,
(Winter 1981), pp. 11-21.

35. Michael B.

Frework
Vol. 45

36. Howard Beaes , MichaefB Mazs . Steven C. Salop and lOchard StaeIi, "Consumer
Searh and Public Policy, Journal of Consumer Research,
Vol. 8 , (June 1981). pp.
11-22.

37. Michael B. Mazs and Richard StaIin, "Iormation Processing Prnciple for Public
Policy Makg,
of Public Poli
Marketng,
Vol. 1 (1982), pp. 3:'14.

Jour

8.

38. Michael B. Mazs, ' "Eecveness of Requied Info:rtion Disclosmes to
Consumrs, " in Paw N. Bloom, ed ConslUerlm and Beyond: Research
Perspectves on the Futre Soci Envionment,
Cambridge, Mass. : Marketig
Science Instite , 1982, pp. 75-

39. Mchael B. Mazs, Denns McNeill and Kenneth Bernardt Day-Afr
Listerine Corrctive Commercials, Joural of Public Policy
Marketing.
. 2 (1983), pp- 29- 37.

Rec
Volume
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, pp.

40. Wilam L. Wille, Dens McNeil and Michael Mazs, ' "Marketig s 'Scaret Letter
The Theory and Prctice of Coneve Advertsing, Jou.rnal of Marketg;
Vol. 48

(Sprg 1984),

pp. 11-31.

. 41. Michael B. Mas, "Ana1ysis of Medical Consumer I!ehavior,"
ed,

Advanes ii Consumr Researh

Vol. 11

for Consuer Resarh, 1984, pp. 23542. Ronad Hi and Michael B. Mas

Adversing," in Richar Lu, ed,

, An Arr,

in Thoma Kinn

Mihiga: Associaton

"Meag EmotionaJ Responses to
Advances

in

Conmmer Research Vol "13,

Assocation for Consumer Reseath, 1986, pp. 1?4

43. Kenet

Bemart,.Thomas Kiea, and Michael Mazs, "A Field Study of
J- .

Cmrtive Adverg Efectiveness Journ of Publi
, (1986), pp.

Poli

14662.

VoI.

Marke,

44. :Mchael Mas, "Overlooked Mechansm for Conveyig Infonation to Conser
in E. Sctt Ma)'es, ed
The Frontier of Research in the Consumer Interm.
Columbia, .Missour: Amercan Cmmci on Consuer Iner , 1988
22230.

80.

45. Louis A Mans, Michael B. Mas and David Brinbeg, "llskDisc1osur-es in
Televised Prcripton Drg Adversing to Consumer Journl of Public Poli &
Markeg,
Vol. 8 (1989), 6446. Michael B. Mas, "Te Maketig of Alcohol: A Spirted Debate," in Wilam L.
WtIe and PatckE. Mmphy, eds., The Federal Trae Commisi in the 1990'
UDiverty of Nott Dam Prs , 1990, 221-233.

Wil

47. Michael B. Mazs, "Priority Public Policy
esearh Nee for the 1990' " in
L. Wile and Patrck E. Murhy, eds.,
The Federal Trad Commission in the
1990' Univerty of Notr Dame Prs , 1990 369- 373.
48. :Mchael B. Mazs, Louis A. Mors and Jolm L. Swasy, "An EvaJuation of the
Alcohol Warg Label: Intial Survey Results,"
Journ of Public Poli &
Marketig.
Vo1.!0 (Sprg, 1991), 229-41. .
49. Michael B. MaZs, Review of JefI. Richards,

Stuy of a Legal Concept, Journ
(Winte 1992), 99- 100.

Deceptive Adverting: Behaviral

of the Academy of Marketng Science

50. MJchael B. Mazs; Deb Jones Rigold , Elgin S. Peny, and Dael

Pereived Age and Attctveness

of Markeng,

of Models

VoL 56 (JanuaI 1992), 22-37.

V 01. 20

W. Dean

in Cigarette Advertments,

Journ
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51. Louis A. Mons, John L. Swasy, and Michael B. Mazs
Use Durg
135- 144.

Prgnancy, Journ of Consmer

Reseach

..

, .

Accepte Risk and Alhol
V ot 21 (June 1994),

52. Manoj Hastak, Romana L. Horst. and Michael B. Mazs Consumer
Perpdons
About and Comprehension of Envinmental Ters: Eviden
Surey
Reseah Studies" in DebI Jone Rigold, ee Proceedings of
th
Markeg
an
Publi Policy Conference Vol 4, Baldmor, MD, May
1994 94-108.

Fr

53. Michael B. Mazs , "Te Cellular Telephone Cace Sca
" in
Stres: A How- To
Case Stuies Wayne L. Pies , ed,
Washington, DC: Washigton Business Jnorma~on, Inc. , 1994
, 279-290.

Wh Lightg.

Cr Man wi Clri

54. Michael B. Mazs Conducg Resarh on Noritrditional Meda in
. the Marketg
of Alcoholic Beveres:'
ed,
The Efect of the Mass
on the
Use and Abuse of Alcohol
Monogrph No.
8,
Publication 95-3743,
Washington , DC: U. S.
ofHeaItb and Human Serices , 1995, 239-24.

Su Ma

Resh
Depart

Nl

Mei

55. Louis A. Moms, Maoj Hasta and Michael B. Mas, "Conumer Comphension
of Envionmental Advertsig and Labelg Claims:'
Journal of Consumer Affai
Vol. 29 (Winter. 1995), 328-350.
56. Gar T. Ford and Michael B. Mazs. "Inforng Buyers of Risks: An Analysis of

Makeng and Reguaton of Al-Tem Vebcles JouTII o)Conmme Affai
Vot 30 (Sumer
199, 90123.

57. Ivchael B. Mazs Copy-Tesng Issues in FTC Advertsirig Cases :n in
Ronald PaUl
Hi and Charles R. Taylor, ed. Prceedgs of the Marketing an PllU
Poli
Conerence Vot 6, Chcago , ll: Amercan Maketing Assocation; 1996, 122130.
58. Michael B. Mas , Louis A Mans and John L. Swasy, "Longitudinal Study of
Awarness, Recal , and Acceptace of Alcohol Warg Lals,
Applied Behaviral
Scice Reviw 4 (1996 , Numbe 2), 111- 120.

59. Michael B. Mazs and Ma An Raymond, "Consumr Perceptions ofHea1th
Clai in Adversements and on Food Labels Journ of Consumer Affai

31 (Sumer 1997), 10-26.

Vol.

Prosp for the Futu Journ
139-

60. MichaeJ B. Mazis Marketg and Public Policy:
of Public Poli
Markeg,
Vol. 16 (Sprg, 1997),

143.

61. Michael B. Mazs and Louis A. Mons. ' 'Te Channel
" in Michael S. WolgaJter

John W. Brelsfor D,avid M. Deoy, and Kenneth R. Laughery, eds
Warings and
Risk Communiaton London, England: Taylor & Fracis , 1999
, pp. 99- 122.
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62. Mjchael B. Mazs,

Journ of Publi

FTC
Poli

v.

Novarts:
Maretng,

The Remm of Cox-ee Adversing?
Vol. 20 (Sprlg, 2001), 114-122.

63. Maoj Hasta, Michael B. Mazs, and Louis A. Mons, "The Rol of Conser
Marketig,
Journ of Publi Poli
Sureys in Public Policy Decsjon Mag:'

Kiea/Journl of Pulic

Vol. 20 (Fall 2001), 170- 185. (Recpient of Thomas C.
Poli

Marketig

Outtadig Arcle A war

preente by Amerjca Marketig

Assocaton for arcles published 1999-2OQ1.)

i. .
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PROFESIONAL
Edtorial Review

. Edtorial

ACT

Boar Jour

of Publi Poli

Markeng,

prsent .

Edtori Review

Board,

Joural of Curent Issues

Board.

Jour of

2O2-

Edtoal Review

Jour of Consmer Affai

The

Review Board,

Boar of Dirtors, Associaton

for

Markeng,

1982-prenl

198-prenl

Research in Advering,

199.1- 199.

Cosumer Research (ACR), 1979- 81.

Leadershi Boar "Marketig and Society," Amercan Markeg Assocation (AM)

presenl

Speal Intest Qroup. 2oo3-

of- -

Mauspt reviewer for AM Educator s Conferentes, 1976-2003; ACR Conernc
1978- 199; Martig and Public Policy Conferce. 1992-2003; Academy of Maketig

. Scien

Conferce , 1994; Amercan Acadmy of Adversig Conernce, 1994;

Jourl of Consuer
1980;

Reseach i980. 1985- 1990, 200;
Decin. Scinces 1977 and
1981, 1987. 1990-1991 1999, 2001-2003; Journ of
Joural
of Markeg Research 1985-1987. 1992;
Journ of
1989. 1991- 1992 , 1995, 1997;
Psychology an Marketg,
1990 and

Jour of

Advertsig,

20;

Consumer Afais;

Martig,

/ourn ofBUnness Research
Journ of the Acm
Scice
In.ternatna Journl of Researh in
Safety Scince
1992; Akoholi Clic and Exerienta Research
Journ of Busness
Ameri Buss Law Jour, 1998.

- 1997;

1991;

1991;

of Marketig

Markeg,

1992;

1994;

Ets,

1997;

Confe.-rnce Co-bai,

Marketg and Public Policy

Confernce,

ashigton , DC, 2003.

. Confernce Diecr, AM Workshop, "'Marketng and Public Policy: Issue forthe
1990' " Washigton , D. C., Augut 1990..
. Prposal reviewer for the National Science Foundation , 1978. Diussant at
Edcators ' Conferce , 1976 and ACR Conference , 1979 , 1981, and 1983. Sesion
Ch, AM Edcator ' Conference 1981 and 1988. Discussant at International
Confernce on Researh in the Conumer Interet, 1987 and at Amerca Psychologal
Assocation Conference

, 1986.

Invited lecturer at UIrverty of KentUcky, University of South Carlia, Duke

UnivertY, Univerity of Marland , George W asbington Universty Penn State
Universty, Georgetown University, and Queen s Universty.
Presented papers at AM

Edcator ' Confernce, 1970 , 1975 , 1978 , 1988 , 1992 , an
1994; ACR Confernce, 1972- 1973, 1977, 1979. 1983 , 1985 1992 , and 1994;
Marketing and Public Policy Conference, 1990 1992-2003; Amercan Public Heath
Association Conference , 1991; Southern Marketing Association Conference , 1972 and
1973; American Psychological Association Conference , 1976 and 1980; Academy of

Marketing Science Conferce , 1992; AM Doctom1 Consortum , 1992 and 1993;

10 .
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Faculty Consortum on EthCs and Soal

Responsibilty, 1995;

AM mi-conferDCe

Envionmnta Issues, 1996; AM mini-conference on Teaching of PubIic Polcy,

on

1997.

Presented paper at American Assebly of Collegiate SchooJs of Busness , 1979;
Assocation ofNation8I Advertser ' Anual Meeting, 1979; J.e. Peney Consum
Afai For, 1979; Amcan Marketing Assocation (Wasgton Chapt), 1979;
S. Regnatory Council's Inovative Tecques Worhop, 1980; MSI
ce:
Consusm and Beyond: Researh Persecves on th .Future Social Envionmnt,"
1982; Amercan Adversing Fedtion Spring Goverent Afai Conference, 1989;
. "Te Feder Trade Commssion in the 1990' " Umvemty of Notr Dame
, 1989;
Trae CommssiOn Marketng Symposium 1991 and 1992; Drg Inonnon
Association, 1992; Amercan Bar Assocation CoeJce: "How to Launch or Defend
. Against Competitive Chalenges to Adversing Clai " 1995; NatOnal Adversig
Division Worhop on Consumer Pertion CommUncations SUreys
, Coun of Better
Busiess Bureaus,

Feer

1996.

Organzed speal sessions at ACR Conernce on chidrn s adversig
reguation, 1978,
and on cOItive adversing, 1980. Organed pre-:onerce workhop "
Cunt
Developments at .the PrC and
FDA"
for 200
and Public Policy Conference.

Orgazed panel

on disclosur

2001.

Matig
reh at FfCJAD
Conerenc "Disclosur Exposur

Parcipate in wrtig', "Review of the Researh Litertu on the Efects of Health
Warng Laels: A Reprt to the Unted States Congr, " June 1987.
Wrote "The Efects of the

FTC's

Listerne COIve

Advertsi Orr" for Feder

Trad Commssion , 198!; "An Analysis of Homeowner Experiences with Ward-

Corportion-Built Homes " for Feder Trade Commssion, 1983; "

A1alysis of AlTem Vehicle Adversing 1980- 87" for Consumer Product SafetyAnCommssion.
1988;

S11 and Analyss of Consumer Sureys on Envinmenta Qai

and "

AdverSing and Laling"

for Feder Trade Commssion, 1992 (with Manoj Hasta and
Romaa Horst); "Conumers ' Intexpretation of Alternative Envinmenta Clai"" for

Feer Trade Commssion, 1996 (with Manoj Hasta and Thomas J. Maronck).

Membe of Adversig and Marketing Panel of the Surgeon Gener' s workshop on
Drving, 1989; Membe of W oIkng Group on the Efect of the Mass Meda on
the Use and Abuse of Alcohol , 1992.

Dr

CONSULTANCI
Sered as the FTC' prcipal maketg witness in

FTC vs. Novarts

in 1997 and in

FlC

in 1998. Served also as a consultant on maieting issues for Feder
Trade Commssion, Food and Drg Admnistrtion , Deparent of Justce, Consumer
Produc Safety Commssion, and the Stae of Calforna.
vs. Tran Union
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HONORS

The American Univerty A ward as Outsdig Facty Admsttor (1985). and for
Academic
Development (1984)
Nomiated for Teacher-Schola Awad (1983 , 1985, 1989, and 1993)

Prgr

Rogod College Award for Scholarhip (1991)

Gama Sigm and Phi Kappa Phi
AACSB Fera Faculty Fellow , 1976-77

- Beta

COURES TAUGHT
Ungraduae: Consuer B.ehavior, Advanced Consu

Reearh

Gr:

. and Prnciples of

Cosumer Behavior

eting.

Behvior

Marg

J..

Maetig Reseah, Maetig Maagement. Doctor

Semiar in Consumer Resea . Mareting and Public

Policy. and

IlSIT SEVICE

Interet Maketing.

Elected to Univerty S nate , 1980- 1986. 1994-95.

Univerty Senate Vice Chai, 1982- , Parliamentaan , 1981- , Nominatig
Cott, 1982- . Executive Commttee , 1981-83. Chai.
Sessions
Commttee, 198485 , Secrta, Tbe Am can Unversty Club, 1988-89,
Fiance

Su

Comtt, 1 91-93.

AU 85 Commtt on Facul Utilition and Development, 1981AU 100 Ad Hoc Commtt , 1987; AU Smokig Task Force , 1988Kogod College of Business Admstrtion Faculty Evaluation Commttee

. 1979- 80.
Sttegic Plag Comtt , 198485, Chai, MEA Comttee. 1984-85.
Ran and
Tenur Commtt, 1989-91 (chai). 201-203 , Chai, Educational Policy Commtt

1991 MBA TaskFore. 1991- 1992 (chai) and 199496. Reseach Commttee, 1993
1996-98 (chai), MBA Overght Commee , 1994-95 . Membe,
Grdua Educational
Policy Commtt , 1996-1997, Membe, Dean Seah Commtte. 19951996, Member,

MBA Admssions Commttee. 1995- , Membe Sea Commtt
for IT Cente
Dea s Commttee on Comuncation , 201-2002.

Dictor. 2001 ,

Developed "Meting

Wee.I" 1981- 1983.

Develop "Marketig Car Extrvaganu a networkig event for students at five

Wasgtn , DC area unverities , 2001.
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TR

DEPOSITION AN
TETIONY
FOR MICHA B. MAZI
FTC

Rulemakng for Antacid Advesing, 1979

Ff v. Southwest Sunsits, 1981
FTC

Rulemakg fOT Funera

Ingrent Communication
. Robinson v.

Industr Prtices, 1989

Councl, Inc. v. State of Carna. 1989

McNeil, et a1 , 1990

i.

Fers v. Honda 1990
Bitterv. Honda, 1991

Range) v. Honda. 1991

Laen v - HODda 1991
USA v. Vit-a-Drops , 1992

Tra v. Ford ' 1993
Robson v. Jeep, 1994

Bardsley v. Ford, 1995

Glaxo Warer-Labert v. Johnon & Johnson, 1996

Amerteh v. MCI 1996
. FTC

v. Novars Corp. (Daan s), 1997 - admnistrve proceeg
adversing cas

(deposition and tral)

- deceptive

Abbott Laboratories v. Gerber Products and Novars'
tral- u.s. Distrct
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Requets for repriots .hould be I01 to Richard Jack-oo Han., DOplilUlcnt of P')lcl1olo
492 Bluemon! Hall, 1100 Mld. Campus !)rive , Kaoil. StaiD !JnivenllY, Monbauan, KS 66506-

Many inferences are pragmatic (I.e., suggested by the bearer s

reviews, see Graesser & Bower , 1990; HalTu, 198 I; Rickbeit & Strohner, 1985).

from
search in cognition that people nliturlilly and typically
make inferences that go beyond the material dirctly presenl in the tex.t (for

It is well- known

liollS.

ResultS are discussed in tenns of mcthodologlcal cQncerns alld gcneraluppli.:u.

particular product class tended to rllte bOlh Iruth and purchllse likelihood
highllr than nonusers but Ihll ellecl was significllnt only for some prot! UCIS.

of which type of claim they had read. Subjects who werll frequent UIIICS of a

counterparts. Overall, women rated teal claims more tCUIl than men, regardleS!

the mosl convincing in the sen of purchase likelihood. Diredy assert
claims were no more Irue or convIncing than many of their weaker Impli

of a related claim aDd I)n Ihe ratec1likelihood of purchasing that product. The:
different types ofbnplied claims Ih!!t produced tbe blghest truth tating. were nut

Research in cognition has shown that people frequently draw pragmatic inferences that go beyond what is stated directly in the text (e.g., underslunding tlutl
'parklefigJ". r cavities implies thaI it preveDI cavities). This siudy e:xumines the:
ell'ets of directly IIscrted cla.ims aud five dlfereul types of im))Iie:.J claims
(hedge words , deleted comparatives, juxtaposed imperatives implying CQusld.
ity. statistical abuses, and negative questions) on tbe ralings of the trutb value

Kansas State Unlversiry

Melissa J. MaioreUe , and Maria Mermis

Richard JacksQn Harrs, Julia C. Pounds

o( Pragmatic Inferences From
Advertising Claims

and Buying :History on the Drawing

The Effect of Type of Claim , Gender

L"opyngnl lE J)I)lJ
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which use incomplete or inadequate reporting of the

malive answer.

Deleted comparatives

The power to set c;lothe, Iean.

NOI..

Italici%cd pori Ion. did not apper In Itllics for subjecs.

Clean.Alllaundry detergent gell rid of staiol.
False conirol sentencc
Clean.AUlauodry detetsoot Is only used to clean ftoorL

Test seatence

10ugh,sl

cleao.

DD.II I C/ttn-Aliioundry ,,,.rgtnl 'mlOYII .r;nIh,
SlolnS?Try our new fonnula. You wil 10.. tho fresh lteli Illeavel behind.

Negative
quellion
'Te power to get clothes

Try our /lew formula. You will love the freb well It leaves bebind.

'(he power to sel clothes clean.

d.terg.nl.

lough slulnlh.tt.r.

loughtfl

R.mo.. ..,n the lough.II lIlIIN. Us, CI.on.AII 10l/ndry

The power to sel cloiles cle n. Ci.on-,AllloII'ry det.,g.nl ",,,r.s
Try our new formula. You wil love the fresh smeUllteaves behind.
Juxtapos imporadve

Deleted eOlDpara

10ughtSI

Ih,y p,,/ured
new fonnulQ. You

The power to set clDlhes clean, CI.an.Alllaundry d".,gent hOIlI.s
.r,n
Ih,
JIOW. Try our new formula. You wil love Ibe fresh ,melll! leaves behind.

wllliovo the fresh smell It leaves behind,
Hedge word

CI,an-Allloundry d,t,rg,nl 10 rmor.

OYlr half of Ih, pllopl,
1\' osktd said
,r,n Ihlllol/ghm Iloins.Try OUf

dlllll'gtnl remoW:1 tytn 1M
Try our new fOlUuJa. You will love tho fresh snlell it leavel behind.
Slall!lical abuse

stalll.

Tho power to 80t clothes clean. Citan..tliial/ndry

, Directasscnlon

Orileat and Conlrol T alt Santanoal

Examples of the Shl Claim Typell'or Ona Ad and tha

TABLE 1

See Table I for examples of advertisements and test sentences.
Six couDterbalanced lists were constructed by assigning the ads to create
List I in a sequential manner as follows: Ad I. direct assertion; Ad 2, statistical

3.

which make comparisons without stating the
basis of the comparison.
4. Juxtaposed imperatiyes.
two imperatives slde- side pragmatically implying a causal relation.
5. Negative questions which negate a question and thus imply an affr-

. which weaken the assertion.

test or survey results.

Statistical abuses,

2. Hedge words.

I.

were:

the 'ad' s text remained the same for all ads. The five types of implied claims

".."'''',''

'0" .

, -"''" "" '..' .

the test sentence being the only part of the ad that was changed. The rest of
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21111he

Based on tils ad,

would you want to try this pt' oduct or

was used in the 8cale anchQrs because of the simnlll-

point ratlng

scale

''''C'''

Ihe:

.vJ.''''r.
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their own pace through Ihe task.
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to the three questions following each ad; they were instructed to proceed ut

distributed at each session. The subjects were then instructed to answer
Tho
demographic and buyer questions on the fist page of the answer sheet.
,
and
to
respond
subjects Were told to read each ad, which appeared in bold type

Subjects were randomly assigned into six different groups during each session,
determined by which list they received. All six lists were equally, but randomly,

Procedure and Design

each ad.

sheet. Each list of ads contained 2 ads per page, with each ad followed by its
Ihree questions. The first page of the answer booklet asked for demographic
information and contained the 12 buyer questions to assess buying behuvior
for the different products, The second page of the answer booklet listed Ad I
through Ad 12 with three spuces for the subject s responses to the questions un

contained in the ad and Question 3 was either a false or indeterminltte control
stateme!!t about the ad. These control statemeDts were included to insure that
subjects used the entire 8cale. False items were dircctly contradicted by in/or.
mation in the ad, whereas the Indetcnninate items dealt with material ll:ver
even mention d in the ad. Ex.amples of these test Items appear lit the end of
Table L
Each subject received a list' of 12 ads (one of the six lists) flDd an unswer

IItatcmcnts. Question 2 presented a paraphrased restatement of the tesl

vltlue of two following
claim

(7), with? appearing at the

midpoint (4). Subjects were asked to rate the truth

ranging from

definitely false (1) to definitely true

Questions 2 and 3 were preceded by a model of a 7.

tion nature of the experiment. It was felt that subjects would be reluctant to
purchase a fictitious product they hud no
definitely
respond that they would
knowledge of except for this ad.

(4). The qualifier probably

service'l" -was followed by II model of the 7-point ' rating scltle runging from
(7), with the symbol? appearing at the midpoint
(I) to probably yes
probably no

ing to it. The first-

Each ad was directly followed on the same page by Iht' ce queslionll perutin.

different ad types in each of the six lists.

hedge.word form. Ad 3 In deleted-comparative fonn, and SQ QI) in order until
Ad 6, the direct IIssertion; Ads 7 to 12 repeated this pattern. The remaining lisls
were created in the same way so that each ad was pre sented as one of the six

List 2 was then made by PlJuing Ad 1 in the statistical-abuse form. Ad

7 through 12 following the same order Qf ad type as occurred in Ads 1 to 6.

abuse; Ad 3. hedge word; Ad 4, deleted comparative; Ad 5 , juxtapQsed Impera.
tive;, and Ad 6, negative question. The fest or the list \VIIS completed with Ads

''''', '.".'

._,. '_0,

..,-, '"' .
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s experiencc
Harrs eL a!. (1981),

more deeply. Either case should result in a greater

ratings overall among buyers.

, the variable of knowledge or buyer
e'lperience is very tricky to operationalie and test.
Several pUot studies in tbe
authors ' laboratory using different ways of measuring this variable have shown
inconsistent results , sOlnelimes largely null and often idiosyncratic for different
products aDd ads. Is it best measured by buying experience
, by product-class
knowledge, by self-rating of knowledge, by the elusive factor of "
Involvement,
or by some combination of these ways or some other way not yet
identified?
There may
in fact be several underlying correlated variables at work here, as well

was not replicated on the other. Second

Methodologically, several conclusions may be drawn. First, theresulls argue for
the use of multiple dependent measures.
Ratings of truthjudgment and pl.rchase
intent were only weakly correlated and frequently showed an effect on one that

Conclusions

aud purchase- likelihood

difference in the truth ratings for asserted and implied claims and In ratings of
intent to purchase that product. However, no evlderlC..
for such an
was
obtained. The only eftect seems to be a very nonspecific'eelevation
of elTect
both trut.

Lo process advertising claims

nate asserted and implied clalms any better than nonfanners did.
It seems reasonable that a greater knowledge and
Use ofora (b)
product
would either (a) sensitize one to potentially decptive claims
cause' class
one

who found that farmers rated the
trth of both asserted and implied claims in
ads for far equipment higher than nonfanners did, but they did not discrmi-

with that product class. This is consistent with findings of

apparently a general phenomenon not dependent on the subject'

,,...,, "",;;u..,"l
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ble incentive to imply the claim instead.
Not only may implying:)lfsu asserting, a claim have some psychological
advantage and no disadvantage, but it may also be legally advantage ous. The
question of the legal and behavioral status of Implied claims in advenislng hus
been the subject of considerable study and IitIglition (Craswel1, 1985: Ford &
Calfee, 1986; Gardner & Leollard, 1990; Preston, 1989; Prestun & Richards,
1986; Richards, 1990). Although it is clear that 1111 advertiser may be 11I:ld
legally accountable for falsehoods directly asserted, the possible culpability or
the act of implying a falsehood is Jess clear. Docs the legal rc:sponsibiJily of
comprehending false infonnation about a product lie with the advertiser for
implying such Informatiot(or witb the consumer for inaccurately iuferring
such an interpretation from the ad?

. directly assert advertising claims? There seems to be very little, with considera.

or disappear in a more realistic situation, but that awaits further research.
In tenns of applications to advertising, results suggest that stating a claim
very strongly 'Bd directly is no more effective In persnusion thull slullug
weaker version of the claim. In fact , subjects generally rlued the truth 01' the'
impijed claim just as strongly as for a direct assertioD, although Ihis varied
somewhat depending on the type of claim. What theu, is the il1cellivc tu

of gender, ad type, and buyer knowledge obtained in this study would le8!ell

and that the directly asserted claims did not difer on either measure from musl
of the classes of Implied claims suggest that such a difference would be very
unlikely in the more complex real.world situation. Any real difference should'
show up with our procedure. It is, of course , possible that the modesi efiects

ers in a natural context. That there was no strouger effect of the buyer v/lrinbJe

class and preicted a greater

bAted on reat;ing the ad ,

trulh of the claim about a product in that

likelihOOd of purchasing that product,

proccssing an ad: (a) the lack of pictorial content in the ad alld (b) the artificial
situation of reading a list of ads and doing the required rating tasks. Both these

gence of the experience of our subjects from that of an actual consumer

diver-

Certainly our study is a very dilcrent situation from that of the actual

cQnsumer In the marketplace. In particular, two concerns highlight the

,. .
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constraints, should they have any effect at all , would presumably predict
greater- than-normal attention, IIDd, consequently, deeper processing, of the
semantic ' content of the ad copy by our subjects, compared to real. lie consum-

,

",,,,,,,(

as possible important interactive variabJ s that bave lIot yet been examined in
this cQntext (e.g., durable VB. nondl.rable goods, products VB. services).

'"""""" '"""

Subjects who !,sed a product class regularly usually gave higher ratings to the

Buyer-NonbiJyer Dllerences

interact with the

type variable il of lame CQDcem but In
studyhave
five
of the six claim types involved some sort of pragmatic inference.this
It may
been that,the task overall did not evoke a sufciently high level of
attention to
produce this interaction. ResuJts do suggest, however
, tbat gender
is a useful
variable to include in inference research. It has traditionally
been ignored
in
most cognitive research.

,. 92.
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than did
nonusers and infrequent user:s of that product clalB, aJthough the differences
were often modest and nOI always signficant. However, no
differences
found as a function of whether the subjects had read the asserted
or were
implied
claims, /Jor did the type of implied claim have any effect. Thus, the tendency
to interpret implied advertising claims as haying been stated more strongly is
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A methodology for tes consumers '

stk ll

IUt
Nalioll .

J:g. Davi Caif. :

nd Denquency Rech

inerpreons of advelents

, or of indeterate trth vaue
bad on the advertseenL The independeut
variables were typ of cJai
, false

c.

(aserted or implied), temporal relation of

mnutes later), and typ of instrctions (presence

eCe

tions diriminati

rea-lie

th excit inctons dis
criatin asserons andwaimplications and by a reduction
in the time bewee
heang the advertiement and .recei the test. Ramificaons for infotDation
procesiD, consmer education

d jnformtionroces ps. .

:aon & J. W. Payne (EdJ'

Astes 1976.HiaJe, N J.
behtJQr.

A. pdimi i..
juli:
rsty of Ilnoi Pr..

adverting are discussed.

UDi

of valUce and the magD' ck f

Jer

Psyc!okgi.

approach.

, and the empirical detertion

The question of what constitutes deception

lie ,

tic (e.g. Garnkel , in pres a , in pres b)
1975, 66, 189-201 point of view. Although Federal
Trade ComcAany, P. O. (Ed.). c
(FTC) decisions in deeptive adverem. Not Da, Ind. : U", misson
.IIg caes
ave unti recen y l yplCiU Y
me Pre
Joll'f

tbe claim- fact dicrpancy, wlrch ca be made

::rimiAology,

1972.

9D of paole outcon= from based more on subjective

J/nIW '" Crimin'lo.

ries

E'o'l Science

1961, 52; 1-4

true by proper qualfication; and the clajm-

belief interacton, by which the advertiment

interacts with th aCcUmu1ated attitudes and
beliefs of the consume in such a manner as to
leave a deceptive belief or attitude abOut the
product or serve being adverti , without
making either explicit or implt deceptive
claims " (p- 42). It is this claim-eJief inter-

crteria tha

unbiasd empirical research (Brandt & Pres' Ion, 1977), the usefulness of social scentists

,daJOl. t:sting consumers '

01 inpersrn

,logy

undentandings of adve
useents has bee suggested , even though 1l

1958.

ha seldom been

, J. p Sederowlz, s. J

(Gardner
tecm by parole boar: AI 1975. Russo 1976 .implemented
For
exm
Gardn
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ri L4 nd G'"mm
01
.
(1975) offers a " conceptual" approach to
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decioo- .

and the

ta, H. T. Attrbutiob of It
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Some of thes data wer
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deception in advertising.. He prests three

dt Low
ex
U1Iv""my

gUt, H. .Pare reea

of deceptie

categories of deception: the unconscionable
the totaly fale clajm that could not be
truthful eve will -consderable qualification;

in adverting is a complex question from

evaJu. either a legal (e.g. GeUhom , 1969) or lingui-

Of offen: An

and nonoffender.

or absence of spcific insruc-

d implications). R ults showed tht

belween asserons

dicrimination of lI"Crtd and implied claims "1a.S ver poor
under th most
conditions but
vastly improved by

t:: A joit application of at.

IIY

advertiemt and tes (test whe

heang and reading advertisemt , test imediately after heri, or test 5-10

.. J. W. The pschlogy of li

:I

was

undertandig of implied cl4ms about products.
College student subjects head 20 brief commrcials on tape and later
evuated
statements about the product as tr
developed and used to test

freson , D. M., Robison , J. 0

form4liox

Implications in Adv rtsing

as

is

the

clai about a prod-

asserted and unquestioned facts. La.

guage communicates far more than wbat
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directly aserted by an utterance. One type of may be u. d without ever specfying the suh
indirect meang frequenuy communicated is jec of tle deleted claus in the underlJhg

pragmatic implication , which leads the bearer syntactic structure (e.
to believe sometling that is neither explicitly

Chore gives YOfI/

hungry python clUght the moue

wberea the
tuted for

sae

sentene with

dog

would carr no such

python

suti- produce ile healthful efec . Aski a nega-

imp1i- Live question is a useful

tion, presmably beause of the difference

in ,

our knowledge about dogs and pythons. Pcag-

matic implications are constructed as infer..
ences by ile hearer in

ng the pills wil

does not ensure tht

Pil

an afrmative

dE;vice .for

to consider in buying aspi?).
rea-Jie situations and Inappropriate
, incamplete

sh

remember directly aserted and or

sae
way and typicaly do not discriminate tht

vice versa

, ca be

highly misleading.

, in

pres; Brewer & Lichtentein , 1915; Harri, imply an unwarranted
general conclusion is

1974; Jo.hnn , Bransford , & Salomon, 1973; al a mise of test results
Preston, 1967; Preston & Sc:arbach , 1971)
Crampo LepreClaun ha mOTe
room tlwn a

, 1915)..

alter by prior instructio.ns caling attention to

the asertion-implicatian

Teske , & Ginns

difference (Harris

hiproom than a
than a Ford Pinto

The present study exanrned the compre- ilree

(e.

, stating

front seat head-

Datsu B..Zl0, mOTe rear-uat
Chevette an a lager trunk

more interior rOQm

henson and memory af aserted and implied

to. imply that the car bas
by aU meaures

than the

competitors).

Cammercial excerpts such as the examples
claims in commercial advertising. The laboraaboe were used in ile
study as ex- I
tory finding that subjects canat

prest

discrimiate" perimental

items to examine subjects' campr
aserted an implied claims could bave im- hension af implied
claims in advertiing, in an
ramifications
for
this
area
portat
, since it is efort to. develop a meiladology
La test Gard.

not clearly ilega1 to imply false or mieadig
neTs
(1975) conceptual appraach to. decepinformation in adertising pragrtica. If
such jnfarmf.on is interpreted and remem- tion in advertiiDg and -to extend laborator
studies af memory to. the applied prablem

bered equivaltl
hoods,

to directly

then beil shauld b

aserted false

equ ny ilegal.

consumer informatian proc

ng. It was prt.

There are many wavs m which an adver-dieted that in spite af generally faIling to disted
Imp Ie Claims. sub
tJsement can pragmatically Imply a faIse cnmma e aser
wou .. I cnmm
claim. One metlod is through the use of hedge Jec
etter I '' theY
words which weaken an assertion but mav received exhat Instrucllons about the tfalh
pI

an

Id (1' "te

leave
that

strong implicatian (e. , the statem

Zap Pils ma)' help relie":e pain

ent

does not

Har Colo:

!)utifu1 ;
Implication"
lookin t.
and natur
Tes sentenc

Tessetenc

In-

pJetely specfying the competition in compan.
info.rmatian was nat dir ct1y tive tests are similar flaws, as is reprting
slated in the inpuL This has been shown using only ile numb respqnding to. a survey,
when
a varety of memory tasks in both laboratory the numbr questioned may have been much
and qua-applied settings (e.g., 'Brewer
lager. The r-eo.rting of piecmeal reult

extremely difcult to

Anacin or

appropriate sampling tecniques ar incom-

the implied

and is a phenomenon

t setenc
Test sentenc

Isn t qumity tke "most importan thig

. . (e.g.,

pragmtically implied information in the

th your

Asrton co

stared in memory along with oiler direcy reprtng af survey ar test resultinadequate
may al
an indirectly interreted information. eay miead the alnsumer. Reportng
only
Seeral psycholinguistic studies (reviewed the numbe of respodents "
anerng a given
in Hais & Monaco , in pre-..) nave
way and not tbe pecentage or sample sie,
ilat subjects

than your

Impliction,

implyQg

at may not be

anser

Asson co,

Eradic

whole winter without colds; ttke

pragit-

mouse wa eaten

Sample EXj

would not be false. if tbe delete

whiter wash

stated nor logicay implied. Most often such clus were
than washing wih coal dust).
leading" come through the interaction of Imperatives may be periciousy jUXLa(l
the liistic inut and the beaers stored in such a way as .to imply a caus
. conneon
knowledge. For exmple, for most peple
The
between two activities (e. Get tkrOZgh
icany implies tht the

Table 1

?f interpreting implicati ns

b'

as

assertion

If they evaluated ile claIms under condJ!Jore

guarantee relief). Also , comparative adjectives of a lesser memary load.

Sub jtUts

The subje
students fro:

Enli

tive
partidpatior.

Materia
Twenty a.
(M=49

produc an

radio and t.
sions. one iD

10 direct)

sae claim
advuliemeJ
fi wa a

tion

aseo

coercial.

aI ci th
minate (r
item

mer an.

WC thus t
implcation
order,

with

on one list.

selences, 2
SIrted or

seteces a
ndnate trut

tied were

dial Tires.
Tips-Cola

Fasio

Mouthwasl:
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ThLlC" TIONS IN ADVERTISL"lG
ing the sub,

und lyj

Table J
SamPle Experime7llal Matials

gives )'OU

Item

tle de1ted (
?al dust)"

. Juxtapose
j connecton
t through

?e Eradico
the pil wil

king a neg- .
for implying

not be tro
)orlant thing

= inadequate

Its may also
porting only
ering a giVeJ

Asserion comm.,cial, Aren

t you tired of the sniffes and runny nose aU ..inter? Tired of always leding less

than your best? Taking Eradicold Pills as diected wil get you through a whole winter wilhoul colds.
Implication commercial: Aren t you tired 01 sniffes and runn)' noses all winter? Tired of al,.-ays.Ieeling less
than your best? Get through a whole winter without colds. Take Eradicold Pills "s directedst sentence (critical), If you take Erdicold Pil as directed , you will not have any colds this winter.
Tes sentence (indelerminate 61ler) : Eradicold Pils have been proven more effective in laborator tests than

Anacin or Bayer.

Asertion commercial: ladies: don . you really want .to lok you r very best? Women who use Roy G. Biv
Hair Color rea\1y care about looking their ver best. Think 01 yourself in anyone of Roy G. Biv s seven
beautiful and natural shades of hair color. Don t you des."e such rich and vibrant color?
ImpliC4tion commeniak Ladies , don . you want to really look your very best? Women who relly caR about
looking Iheir best use Roy G. Biv Hair Color. Think of yourself in anyone 01 Roy G. Bw' s seven beautiful
and natural shades of hair color. Don t you dese."e such rich and vibrant color?

Test sentence (critical), If a woman use Roy G. Biv Hair Color, she must really want to look her very best.
nUer): ROj' G. Biv Hair Color com es in three colors: red , brown , and silver gra)'

Test sentence (lals

sample size
isJeading. In.

n in campara- .
is reportg
survey, wheJ
;re

bee much

,:aJ resul Is to

writer, St. Abraam s Aspiri, Annamllo Hatcbback
ca, Gargoil Antieptic, Moon Shoe, Taran After
Sbave. Comies Ceeal . KiUo"..ed Herbicide , Bicep.

Method

or incorn

Subjecs
The Subjects were 180 undergduate psychology
students from Kansas SI;te University. All ",ere na.
tive Engish

eakers and receve course credt for

partcipation. The)' were run in smal groups.

concluson i!
, stating

Malerwls

ont seat head.

nare rear-suI
a Jarg er tfU .

at the car ha!

sures W3J
; the examples \

1 study as & I
)jects' compre .
vertising, in an I

y to t.e Garr.

)a ch to decepend laboratory
jed problem 01 I
ng. It was pre

failing to di
d claims ,

.ell er if

sub-

they

Dout the pilfal
; assertions aod

nder condition!

Twent)" ad,'ertimenls of belwee 20 and

8i

iM == 49 words) we,e wriUen. Al were for

words

fictonal

products and were of the type frequentl). heard on
radio and television. Eac commercl had two versions , one in whkb a crtica daim about the produ
wa directly asled and th other in which the

same claim "'as pragmaticay implied. A o for each
advertisemtnl. two
statemenls were writtBL The
first was a paraphrase or retatement 01 the inlonation

erted or implied in tbe crtical claim 01 the

commercial. The second statement was a

conlrol

item of either false (for 10 items) or cJe:rly indeter.
nUnate (for 10 items) trth vaue . Sample com.

mercials and test sentences appea in Table 1. Tbere

were tbus two I

ts of stimulus items

, each wiw

itnplicauon and JO asserton commercials , in radom
order, witb any given ilem appearing in each form

tennial Crea Rub , and Dippy

Ch.

Design and ProceduTe

One third of the subjects (the immediate group)
were told that this was a sludy in how weU they
understood inlormation presented in commercial.
They were told to lislen to 20 commercials on the
tape recorder and, after each commercial , rate the
two sentences related to wat commercial as true.

!31e , or of indeterminate trutb value, based on what
they had heard in the commercial. The concepl 01
was carefully exlained with examples
inde!urnnae

to sbow wat tbe tesl statement could be either tre
or !aIse ba d on tbe input commercial. The subjects

wer also told to accept what they beard as true , to
avoid the natural skepticism
t many peple bring
to advertising. Aller each 01 we 20 commercils in

the list, the experimenLer stopped the recorder and
waited unll all subjects had rated both sentences
for tbat item. bch pair of sentences for a g1\'en
advertisement wa on a separate page, and subjects
were instructed not to turn the page unli alter Iher

on one lis!. In addiuon, tbere was one list 01 40 test
selence, 20 lesng the aitica material eitber as.

bad heard tbe relevant commercial.
UD under identica con.
Another 60 subjects were
dition. except that Ihey receh' ed a wrinen transcripI

serted or implied to be true in the commercial, JO

of each advertsement that Ihey could read as tht),

sentences always false, and 10 always of

indeter-

m;n"le trutb value. The 20 nctional products

dver.

beard it on tbe tape "nd/or read as tbey evaluated

Ihe test sentence.' (the concurrenl group). This g'oup

tised were Koockoul Sleep Cap."Ules ,

was usd to e.'1ablish a has.!ine response rate "
t!'OTS.
no effects du.e 10

TipS-Cola. Crampo Leprechaun compcct car, Fin'
Tinglt
MO"lhwash , Fake-o. lale Snack , Jones- COIoUa Type-

Tbe last 60 subjeclS (the d.!a ed .roup) beard
the -"me .lisl 01 ;0 adnrti,ements af:er being told

Brimolone Radial Tj,es , Eradicold PiJs, Roy G. Bi,' H"ir Color,

. Fashion Boutique, Crust fluoride TOOlhpaste ,

i .

tbat this "..s an experimenl in hou, people under-
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that? Someties , however , a commercil or o

Table 2

Mean Nflmbu of " TNle "
Crili al Ums (oul of

piecr of informtion

Responses

Asion

Implication

No instructions

Instrctions

No instrctons

, po: .
tnes to impl
instructions Co

Any quesons?

concurr.et gn

head eah of th two list of materal; al subjects

1 DSruCtiODs

Concuent

rece\"ed the sae lit

No insctons

) nscOons

At! the concluson of th evuation of
tends

a li of

Th
-re given the

.taDd aDd rect to commercial
time the list
played singbt thrpugb without stopping tbe

wa

reord. At the

end of the lit, they
.heel th other two

with the same

of sentences in the

on the yespons tak.

8. Ii

receh.-.d,
inons to judge theoups
setences as

tre, fal or of indeternae trth value , tbis time
from long-te memory. They were also told that

sae order

the tet se-

bjec m the concurnnt grup -re given
the 20 products adver and wer
as!ted

m""tioned, they should siply place an

gi
the 40 setece. To reuce
,..Iue- They wee

X over tbe

Dot judge its truth

as lon as necessary to judge

names , the delaye subjec

confuson of product

were .given a list of the

20 product in the order in which tbey were pre
seted
in the commeals.

Ha of the subjec in each of lbe

heard onl the

three conditions

inctons given above (tbe no-

illctons group). The othr 30 subjects in each
of the t.e grup heard the folJo,,ing addi tional
initial inctons exlicitly wang them not to

interpret implied clai as

asered:

As you Iien to thes commercals , be careful tbat

voo do Dot interpret implied illormtion

as fact

Somelies pele, indudi advertise trying to

, will not stte a clai directly

sel proucts

assed fact but rather wi only
that the

strongl)'

as

imply

parcu dai is true. You may infer
ha sad $Omething about his

tbat the adver

product which iD fact he ba only ..ggrsttt; but

he ha suggesed

it m such a way tha t

it is '..ry

..cy for you to naturaly, obviusly, and norma
rxpct tbe daim to be tle.
For example

, C9der the commrrdal "MooMoo
Mik tas gret. Kee your fami!). feelig hraJtb)'
Buy MooMoo Milk. " What daim does tbis COmmerci imply about th product but not definitely
state as fact? Write this down on tbe bOllom of
our inormed conset sheet.

(Experimenter reo

p."ts t. sample commercial and

..aits for subjects
to respond and asks someone to volunteer his/ber
answrr). Tbe commercial did not ilrectly

state
thai MooMoo Milk keeps your iarnly bealthy; ;t
only implied tht. . Does everybody undrrstand

ty inlerauc
(1, 39) = 3.

greater atteDl

imp

tions on

trple interact

cace.

A2X2am

on the mea

impUed-caim

to chec the 10 . they would be most h""ely to buy

tions or no-in

task wa given to the concurrent group, where any

cision tas
group. The me

after bearig the taped commeral. This additionaJ
real effec ' of

claim typ or intrUctODS would be

trer
ta to purcbas

mos liely to show up, in order to tes for

typ checed
vious , there w,

decisions.

interctions,

effect from the setence. e'-auation

f they did not remem anytng about the product

Dumber of th te setee and

193) = 4.

it direcy sttes that MooMoo Milk keeps your
famiy beathy; it is more- than merely implied.

. immedate , or delayed) and instructons and
within-SIbjec vaable of claim
(ason
implication). Baf of the subjecty
in each condition

1.43

Immediate

structons typ

Moo Millt tates grat and it. kee your
feeli beathy. Buy MooMoo Mil. " 1n this ca

The stdY wa thus a 3 X 2 X 2 des, with between-subjec varibles of tempoity -(concurrt,

Del Yed

sae anwer

direcy asrt a

f8.

T)') of ciaim

Temporal condition

does

fact
without uncerainty. Consider this exmple: Moo.

t

there is no rea

that a . produc
for purche

Resu1ts

The mea numbers

crtica test sentences,

of tre responses to

plied as if it

thos paraphrasng the

. aserted or implied clms, appe in Table 2.
Because such a response indicates a proces-

ing of that paricular claim as fact,

the num-

ber of tres wa tbe major depedent vaable
to be analyz. The large majorily of the nontrue responses were indeterminate , with the

In exminiI
striking eff eet
are , that is , v
. implication

very few false resonses presmably repre.

true under a11

sponses in the delayed group in the fourth response eategory indicating no memory of the
product was less than 1%.
The numbers of true responses to crtical

siderably belc

senting random error. .The number of re-

items were analyzed by a 3 X 2 x 2 analysis
of variance, treating both subjects and test

sentences as random factors (Oark ,

12 cells (5.33

reflect over 1
as true. Thu.s
other studies
process and

very much 1i1l
to discrimina.

1973).
;. estimates revealed

chase decsion
however , refle

tions. As predicted , more true responses occurred in the no-instructions than the instruc.

unique to the:
advertsement

The conseI''3tive P

several signficaJt mIDn effects and interac. \,
tions group, F'min(1, 104) = 25.

p.c

OI.

Also , there were more trues to asertions than

implications , F'mln O, 28) = 16.
01. .
p.c
Most critical , however , were the interactions.
Althougb the temporality main efect was not
significant , its double interactions ",-ith in.
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IMPLICATIONS IN ADVERTISING
a1 or olba-

IUI 8. faCt
1Jk: MODour family
it

th ca

kee your
Iy implied.

:l wilb be-

structions type and claim type were F'",;.
, and F'min(2 , 106)
193) = 4.

th

eflecting fewer

, respectively,

6:14,

trues to implications

asertions in the

concurrent groups The instrction x clm

type interaction approached

oe .

05.(

, refecting a

IS
the
usrton or

greater atlenuation of trues by the

a)) subjea
same order
be les sen-

wer gjve
were asked
:e)y to buy

5 additional
wbere any
; would be

for trnsfer

to pun:as

insruc-

implied. claim products cbeced under instructions or no. instructions

on the purchase de.

cision task performed by the concurrent

group. The mean numbers or products of each
type checked appear in Table 3. As is ob.
vious: there were no significat

main effects or

being . 15. Thus

interactions, the largest

Discusson

n Table 2.

)f the nOD.

In examining Table 2 , probably the mosl

striking effect is just how high aU the mea
are, that is, what a large proportion of both
implication and assertion items were answered

.bly repre-

true under all conditions. The lowest 2 of the
12 cel1.s (5. 33 and 5.40 out of 10) were con.

re-

siderably below the other 10 means but still

, with the

)er

four

refect over half of the items responded to

lOry of tbe

as true. Thus ,

the general finding of several

oiler studies was supported , in that subjects
2 analysis

process and remember pragmatic implications
very much like direct assertions. This failure

and test

to discriminate is also reflected in the pur-

to crtical

1973).
revealed
interac;pnses oc
Irk

chase de6sion data (Table 3). This confusion

bowever , reflects a general cognitive principle

(Harris & Monaco,

in pres) ilat is not

1he instruc-

unique to the advenising situation , although
ad venisements may be an especially diffcult

OJ.

type of material tBruno , 1977: Preston &

-rtions than
01.

Scharbach : /971).

The claim type main effect

reflects rewer

implication than assertion

nteraction5.

trues to

eet was not

overall , which is hardly

with in-

5.00

No insu-uctions

nstTctions

instrctions waring the subjects

A Z x 2 analysis of variance was peormed
on the mean numbers of asserted. claim and

trasng the

lit varable

Implied

instructions conditions, indicating that the

plied as if it is asseted.

a proces.

Ased

cance.

for purchase if the advertising claim is im-

, the num-

Group

tion!; on implications than assrtions, Tbe
triple interaction did not approach signifi-

there is no reason to reject the null hypothesis
that a product is just as likely to be selected
IOnses

Type of claim

signficace,

(I, 39) = 3.

b conditiOD

MOlin Number of Jttms Sdecttdfor Pfm;hast
(Out of JO) by Concurrent Group

intrctons. condition of tne immediate and

: concurrt

a.

Table 3

=

almost all of lhis

items

surprising, although

asymmetry occurs in the

not to treat

pragmatic implications as direct aserions did
actualy have some sauta efec , especially
in the immediate and concurrent condition.

Thus, urider optimal conditions subjects were
often able to discriminate that the advertising

claims in the experimental implication items

were only implied.

The fact that there were fewer true reimmedite

sponses to implication items in the

and concurrent than the delayed condition

clearly supports Haris (1974), who obtaned

the same finding in a study usg the same
response task with lists of synlactically com-

plex sentence. Thus, if subject do not have
to rely on their long. term memory and stil
have some verbatim representation or surface
structure of the input ,

they are able to discriminate pragmticaly implied material from
that which is direcly asered.

The rele,,-ace of the present study to the
areas of advertising and consumer education
is straightforward. The large number of true

resnses to imp1ication items suggests that
consumers listenng to commercia! advertising

often proces implied claims as asrtions of
fact. The experimenla condition most n rly
approximating the position of the consumer
listening to commercials is the delayed-noinstructions condition :

where the mean num-

ber of true resPonses was virtual1y identical
implications. If

jor asertions and

peple
remember implied claims as asserted fact
then il is perhaps appropriate that the FTC
proscribe ile implication of false claims as
,'igorously as the assertion of such claims.
Presion (in press) already notes such a trend

in receil FTC deceptive

advertising claims

in"olving: impJications.

J nterestingly enoug:h ,

one of the experi-
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mental items to have the greatest number of
trues overall (74 and 83 out of 90 for im.
plcations an asrtions, resectively) "''a a
verbatim excerpt from a real Listerine commercil recently in the proces of litigation for

decptive adverng. Resch such as the

prest study cod ultitely

be valuable

input for FTC and judicial decisions
cerng aleged decption.

con-

Brewer, W. F 6: Lichtenin , E. H. Rec
and praatic implications in

Of course, defing exctly what constitute

dition DJ trrtn
implicdli01 Dud direa
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to assertions Upo such clarification , it would

cetan1 be appropriate to mae such
implications in adversing legally
to false

asons as wel)'

fale

equivalent

exlored lies in the area of developing methods

of teachg conser

to recgnize ",hen a

product clam, is merel implied and not as-

seed. The insuctions used

ceptual approach.

406.

prest

in the
study had a signficat efect under certan

conditions , though there is clearly room for
improvement Bruo (1977) bas developed
a 20-minute trning seson involving written

exercises and teer-student interaction;

ths technique has been succesful in teacing

adults and junior high school students to
discrminate iDplied from asrted claims in
commerciah. OearJy, such education D35 p0
tential for improving consmer infonnation
procesing.
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The Effectivenes of Different TJpes of Pragmatic
hnplications found in Commercials to

MisJead Subjects

ALAN SEARLEMAN and HELEN CARTER
S1.

lAwrence University, New York

, U.

SUMARY

Statements reneeming the truthfulnes of daims made in .

about fictitious product were judSed by 40

16 tape-recrded commercils

Students. In half of rhe
clim wa direaly asned while in Ihe othercollege
commerals
a
half Ihe claims "'ere pragmatically
implied.
I'gmatic implications are statements that lead a

persn to

belieYe
riJy implied. As expected baed upon soething that is neither
implied claims as if they had been directlyprevous resch sujec
asserted (particularly by
subjects in the shorr delay
grup). In addition, differenc were found in the effectiveness of
fOIl different
of pragmatic implicalions for mislading
exlictly Staled nor

oftn responded to

ty

subjec.

Considerable researc has shown thaI making

inferences. whether they

or incorrect , plays an important role in language comprehension (Clark ar
andcorrect
Clark
1977; Grice, 1967; Howard, 1983). This is because much

the underlying
message
is often no! explic;itly slaled but must be inferred. Our oCpropensity
to make
such
inferences about what we hear or read . while usally quite beneficial
, can under
ccnai cicumstances lead us 10 draw
unwarrted conclusions (e.g. .Bartlett , 1932;
Bran sford . Barcay and Franks, 1972;
BraCord and Johnson , 1973). One method
for examining how people Call prey to making
Calse inCerences bas been to use
sentences involving pra atic implications.
Pragmatic implications are statements that lead a
peTSon 10 believe something
that is neither explicitly asserted nor
1974 .

1977; Harri and Monaco,

necessarily implied (Brewer, 1977; Harris

1978). This presumably occurs because

oC
interaction between lhe actul input of the mesage and the person
s knowledge of
Ihe world. For example , the statement '
The karate champion hit tbe cinder blo.'
p!'gmatically implies that Ihe block was broken (Brewer

, 1977). However , Ihis
unw1Tnled inCerence would Dot have happened
if the .word ' swimming ' was
substiluted for the word ' karate , This is in
contrst to a logica implication
inConnation is
nece .sQri/y implied. An example of a logical implication in
is which
'
forced Bil to rob the bank'

(Hams and Monaco , 1978).

John
, whch necessarily implies that Bil robbed the bank

It copy olIN compl,,

trIt of ach Comtrrckll and Ih
from thefillJutlor. A shoMr vrruon of thil pal"r "'as praccornying I6 s"uements can b obtained

of II.. Eato
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A: Searlera" alld H. Caner

In a study desgned tQ
advertising, Hars (197 examine the effectivenes of pragmtic implications in

tape-recorded 20 fictitious
presented to College
commercls which he
In one balf of the
produCt wa directlyStudents.
commerci a crtica
then
asened
while
in the remaining
was pramaticaly implied.
The
subjecs
clai about a
commercials the same claim
about the
were tr
then asked to evaluate statements
advenised products as being either
Value. The general findings of
, false
, or of indeterminate

the: study Were

remember the pragmatic

that

subjects tended

implictions
. was most evident when they
were required
to make
as if they
were their
direCt assrtonsto

delay period rather than immediately after the commercial'

P10 and

, and

this
I:luations after a shon
s
presntati
to
effecivenes of different tYps te.ne
if there Were individual
diffrence in
of pragmatic
implications for causlnB subjectmake false inferences about fictitious
produCts

tJ .

that

The presnt study sought

as a fUncion of the amOunt of time
infortion and

, and if this1:ffecivenes would

tI .

if .

.;1' u
Sf

elapd between

the jUdging of its
the initial presntatioQ of the
pragmatically imply a false cbim
Since there arc
, it Was necesry to limit th numerus ways
type of pragmatic
implications investigated. We decided to selec
numberfour
of diffrent
tyPs
of pragmatic implications that are
advertising. The four pragmatic implicationsCOmmonly
studied were
as
follows;
different
found in

trthfuln

ia :

rel commercl

1. JUXtapsing imperative statements -(e.g. '

2"

Dreamon Sleeping Pils. '
Get a good night'
s sleep. Buy
). Th
of pills
the were
ments can errOneously imply
thatjuxtaposition
the sleeping
two
imperative sttegood night's sleep.
respnsible for
Using
compara ive adjetives without staling the qualifier (e.g.

wj.

floor Polih gives a

floor a

implication tht

this fJoor
polishes. Instead, the floor

only water

Lackluster

brighter shine:).

Polish
polish

produce brighter

This may lead to the fals

shines
may only giv a brighter

than do other floor

shine
than
usng
(e.g. ' Ty- One-On pain reliever
morning-after headaches
may
help get rid of thos
). The us of the hedgewOTd
the asenion but
still
can leall a
may
should weken
strong
fact relieve headaches.
UnplicatioD that theproduC1
wil

3. Using hedge Words

4. Reportng of piecemeal

more colon than Gloriasurvey"reslrs
Vanderbilt' (e.g. 'John Doe Jeans are available.in
Valenti's , and are les expensive than
, are
more Tiegs
sleekly styled than Segio
Cheryl

unwarrnted general
better in all ways than

conclusion could be reached that John
Doe
Jeans
are
). In
this
case .
the

other jeans.

a$.

tOl
rCS

(ca.
the
mel

stt.
The

be.

bec

METHOD

Wen

Subjec
The

subjecs

pre
subj

Were 40 undergraduate volUDteers from SI. Lawrence

$Ceo

were af! native speakers of English. They Were tested in

five to eight people.

Universty who
smaI

groups ranging from

tape

and.
expli

LMS00751
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There were 32 commercials written about fiCtitious products. The
were lape-recorded (using a male voice) and ranged from 30 to 67 words
in length
commercials
= 44). There were Iwo
versions prepared for each commercial: one IMI
explicitly asselcd a claim about a produCt and one that only pngmalically implied
the same cl m. Two tape-recrdings were made such that each tape contained 16
randomly ordered commercials. half of which were assertion commen:iaIs and half
that were implication commercials. JI a commercial asserled a claim on one tape, il
(M

implied the claim on the second tape. The eight implication

tape were divided into foqr groups: two commercials used commen:iaJs on each
slatemenls . two used comparative adjectives without a qu jUxtaposed imperaliye
word. and two used piecemeal survey results. lifier, two used hedge
Following the methodology

use!! byOne
Harris
(J977):;.
statements wrilleD for each commercial.
stalemenr
wathere were two
test
implied or asserted claim heard in the commercial. and one was
either a of lbe
3 paraphrase
false statement or a statement indeterminate in truh

clarly

infonnation presented in the commercal. Therefore

value based Upon the
tes sttements to be judged: 16 were
. for each tape -there were 32
restements
of the
8 were clearly fale Slatemenrs, and 8 Were
Stalemems
of indelerminale
implied or asserted
truth value.
claim
Examples of each of the four
tyPs of pragmalic implication commercials

in the study and Iheir corresponding asertion versions are shown in Tableexamined
with the accmpanying test statements).
1 (along

PROCEDURE
The subjeCt were randomly divided into Iwo groups of 20
a shon-deJay
, an immediate group and
Brup.
The subJects Were told that the
investigate how information in
purpe of the study was to
COmmercials was understoo. They were
. accept the faCI that the commercials would be making
instructed
respeCt to their products. DireCtly after
accte slatements
with
lisening
to
each
tape-recorded
commercial
(each of which
lasted 15 to 20 seconds), the subjects in the immediate group judged
the two test statements for that commercial as being either lrue

indetenninate truth value. This was accomplised

, false or of
by marking either aT' , an '
resectvely, on the blank line in front of
, or
eachofstatement.
two test
statements for each commercial were on the same page
a 16-page The
test booklet.
The subjecs were instructed not to lum Ihe page until the next
been presented. Subjects in the short-deJay group listened 10 all commercial
J6 commercals
had
an

seconds).
before they judged any of the les slatements. For Ihese subjects the teSi

were presented on . a

,: 11

single page in the order in

Slatements

presenlcd on Ihe tape. Although there was no setwhich
limeIhe commercials were
subjects typically answered each lest statement very quickly (on
the for
order
of 5 to 10
limit
resnding,
Hall

of the subjecls in each group heard the first lape and half heard the second

tape, so rhat one half of each group heard the assenion version of the commercial
and

the

other half heard the pragmatic implication version. All subjects were given

explicit instructions and e

amples on how to

differentiate between false and

LMS00752
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A. Searleman and H. Carrer

Table I. E;xamplC$ of

each tOmmer~ialtyp and the aCtOmpanying ten

JUXUlpost: imperflve -

statemcnts

indr

Asenioll l'nion

Dreaon

Tossing and turning agan? Having trouble .1
Sleeping Pills to g':l a good night's sleep and feel

Dremon Sleping Pins.

refre

eJtm

tig to sleep? Take

the ones in the PUlpie pakage.

Implicaon venin

in the morning.

and
again? Having trouble gelling to
night's slee and feel Tosing
refresed
in turning
the
mOrng. Buy Dremon
purple package.
slep? Get
SleePing Pils.
Th One in the
CritiCiltest slie
nt
Dreamon
Sle
eping Pils will make you gel a gOO night
. feel Rfreshed in the morning.

880

FDi

i. .

rUt SItement

l't:

s sleep and

Dreamon Sleeping Pils are sold in a blue package.

If a

Con.
mint

Comp 4rve adjective without a quoller
AssUlon ""'sion

Kirchen Roors can pick up a lOt of dirt. JUSt plain damp
and waing takes too much efron. So I use
porlSb. Lacklller gives
moping dOC"t
the noor a
lacklller
brighter shine than any other
no-ws:t No-Wax
floor polish. I
rccommend Lakluster NoRoa
Wax Floor
Polish.
Impliation l'nion
Kitchen flrs can
doen t give a floor sbine.
pick
up
a
lot
of
dir.
JUSI
plain
and waxing takes too much effon. So I US lacklUSer No-Wax
Ror Polish. Lackluster gn. the
dap moppg
Floor Polis.
brighter shine. 1 recommend LacllUSer No-WaJ

'-cs .

give a floor shll,

f1 a

CriJiCif ten statement

no-wu floor polish.

Lac klusler

Floor

Polish

gives a flor a brighter shine than any othr
shine.

Hedge words

Ast:nin
e'sion
Did you have a hard nighlla night?
Pain RerlCer Will get
Facing
a long
day
rid of those mOrning.after headaches.
Take
Ty-one.on

sold in drugstores everYWhere.

01).
dela)

Pain Relievr

lody? Ty-one-on

enion Did

you
a hard night lat night? Facing a long day
on Pain Reliever may help
gethave
rid of
thos morning.afler headaches. Take tod?
Reliever, sold in drugstores everywhere.
Ty-oneC,irial teu Starement

COII

lIr

Ty-ne-on Pain

T)' -one- on Pain Reliever is aspirin-

ey rcsulrs

groUJ

. headache.

sbort-

rree.

implk

Assertion version

jeans are availableThere's
in moresomething
colors ' new in the world of
fahion-John
. are
moreChery
sleekly
styled
Gloria Vanderbilt's. Sergio Valentfs.
or even
Tiegs

Impliadon ,-el"ion

per c:
(J:

. Iher

Ty-one-on Pain Reliever win cure morning after

Indert:rnrint1e tCSt sratement

Piecemeal sun-

'te

1917

corn

Damp mopping fIool' gives them a terrfic

ImpliCation

the I .

wou)

OC.

Fals iUt Statement

.C

pro

-itQ

implic

Do

Jeans! Thse
. and are less expensive
thn
. John Doc Jeans are the lates.

(F(1.:
made

There
s something new
Thse jeans arc avilable
in more
in the world of tashion-John Doe Jeans!
colors than Gloria Vanderbilt.
, and are les expensive than Cherl Tiegs
. more sleekly Styled rhan

imp!ic

Sergio Valenli'

C,itical
. John Doe Jeans are the latest.
sr StatClent
JohnGloria
Doe Jeans
are available in more colors
and are less expensivc than
VanderbiJt
s. Sergio Valenti' , are more sleekly styled
Indererminate IUt Slaremenr
s. Ot Chery Tiegs
John
Doe
Jeans
are
available at K.
Stores.
Mart , Ames , and Calder

the St

t: . Ii
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nrp/i("aliol/:r in C011lJf!rcia/:r
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indetermimuc statements None of the four t)'

of pragm.llic implications

examined in the present study

ere used in the instructions or examples.

Take
:ning.

RESULTS

good
in the

) and

Th mean number of ' true ' responses to the 16
criticodl test statements (i.
restatements of the implied or asserted claim) was used
If a subject eorreCtly recognized the probabilistic naturea.'iofthe
andependent
implied claim
variable.
correct respons would be: to jUdge the crtical test statep1cnt as being indeter, the

minate

in truth

value. Similar

Harris (1977).
responses were indeterminate.to and
we agree

the vast majority of non-true

Harrs that
resnse made were presumably due to randomwith
error.
However

oeo

:"r
sh. I
'Pg

Wax
Wax

processed the implied claim as if it had

incorrectly judged the criricaltest

the few

false

. if the subject

ben asserted: he or she would have

statemet asthat
being
true.
The correct response to
the critical. test statements for commercals
made
explicilly
would , of course , be to jUdge them as beng true.
aserted clailI
A 2 x 2 ANOV A (time of testing x commercal type) using the mean number of
true- ,.esponses to c,.itical test statements was performed. As expected (Harri
1977), a signifcam main effecr
was

IIher

found for commerCial type
c: .001). showing that there was a higher
pe,.centage of troe ,.esponses
(F(I. 38) for= assenion
29. II
commercials (85. 0 per cent) than fo,. implication
There was also a significant main effect for time of testing commercials (62. 5 per cent).
01). A greater percentage of true respnses was made by (F(1.38)
- 6.51

delay group (7. 7 per cent)
than

subjects in the short-

by their

counterart
the immediate
gf"Up (67.
pe,. cent). A significant interacrion between
time of in
testing
and commercial
type
(F(I.38)
= 6. 89,
0: . 01) in licated that this increae
commercials only. Simple main effect analyses (Newman-Keuls)
was for implication
there was a signifcantly higher pecentage
indicted
c: . 01) of true responses for that
the
asseon commercials than for the
impJieation
commercials
for
the
immediate
group (85. 0 vs. 50.6 per cent. respectivel)'
shot1-delay gmup (85. 0 vs. 74.4 per cent ) but no significant diffe,.ence for the

-on
:Yer

:mePain

, respectively).
To detenrne the individual
effectiveness of each of the
implications. for misleading the subject

four

tyes of pragmatic

, a 2 X"4
ANDV
implication type) was performed. A signifcant
main
effect
A (time of testing x
(F(l, 38) = 9. , po: . 01) indicated that a higber percentage of for
of testing
truetime
responses
was

ICS

ban
cst.

made by subjects in the shOrtdelay group. As seen in Table 2
implication types was associated wirh a higher pe,.centage of troe responses
when
, each of
the

in!

the subjecs had to rely upon long-term memory.

est.
t: (.

Table 2.

Th

TCentage. of 'true " responses as a function of commercial Iype and lime of

lesling

Juxtaposed Comparative - Hedge

:lor

ratives adjeCtives

Imediate group

Shon-delay group

All subjeas .

62.5
87.

75.

22.

55.
38.

words

62.
75.
68.

Piecemeal
survey
55.
80.
67.

Asted
claims
85.
85.
85.

lMS00754
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Of greater interest. however

of pragmatic implication (F(3
short-delay groups, the

succssl

finding of a iignificant main effect for
001). For both the immediate typ
and
adjective without a quaifier was the leat
misleading subject.

, was

the

114) =

comparative

10.

implication type for
Keuls). collapsd over the time of teting,

A POt-hoc te (NelVan
comparative adjective without a qualifier was signifcantly
lessfact
effecive
(p oc .
confrlld the
that using the
than the other three types of pragmatic implications

in.misleading subjec01)
delay group. only the comparative adjective without
aindicated
qualifiertht,
implication
tyP
test
for the shortaccept the implied claim as being true. Additional

. had a signficantly lower percentage
tre no
responscs
the assenion cOmmercials. ThereDf was
si8nifu:t inieraeton
between time
-c .

with

01) when

of tcsting and implication type (F(3

J 14) '" .

CCed

. n.

DISCUSSION

Th presnt results suppon and extend earlier resarch showing that the

pragmatic implicarions in commercil advertising is an effective way in which to
us of
mislead a person wilhour having actually to
1980; Harris
asen
a
false claim (BruDo and
, J977; Harris , Dubitsky and Bruno
Ellerman
. 198; Harr , Dubitsky.H.1.
and
Larsn , 1980). For instance
Per
, iimila to wnat Hams

the current results showed

that even though thre was a

(1977) reponed

percentage of .Jrue ' responses made to implication commercial
signifICntly smalr
commercials . more than 50 perthan
cent
of
the
implied
claims
were
still to asnion
being true
irredimely
after hearing the commercal.
as
Perhaps even more remarkable is that after only abput a S-innuteacpted
delay (for
subjects in the shOrt-delay group), Ihere was no
percemage of true responses made to
significant difference in the
and asserted
Harri (197) thar this probably indicatesimplie
claims. We agrcc with
that
rhe \' erbatim representation or surface structure only
of theiforiginal
wil they
subjectsstatements
Stil have available

asertions.

be able 10 differentiate (10 some eXlent) between pragmark implications and

dire

The major focu of

the Study was 10 determine if there were differeJ:s in
effectiveness of different types of
implications
for
inferences to be made. There was clear pragmatic
evidence that
such

instanc , it was observed

the

cauiing false

did _
that comparative adjectives difference
without qualifers
exist.Were
For

significantly Jess likely to cause Subjects to regard

than were the Use
3D implied claim as being true
oC juxtaposed imperatives
results. These laUer three pragmatic implicatioDs
Were
not iignjficaDlly
, hedge
words
, or piecemeal Survey
from each other
in their effectveness to mislead subjecs. One reason why the
different
comparative adjective without a qualifier may be the

pragmatic implication is Ihat it may cause the

least effective tye of
spculate

abour the nature of the missing qualifier. For example,
theimmediately
SUbject to
gives the floor a brighter shine

sentence ' Lackluster
' may beg the qucstion '
subject to scrutinize this panicular type of pragmatic
implication
to a
Brighter than
what?' This
grearer extent than is usual for other types of pragmatic implications and therefore
may lead

the

subjects are less likely ro fall prey to drawing an unwarranted conclusion.

LMS00755
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For subjeCt in the shon-telay group it was
comparative adjective without a qualifier

te and
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also found that, except for the

, each of the other three types of
pragmatic implications was statistically indistinguishable
from assenion cammer- .

leat

dais in the percentage of true responses made to critical test statements. It should

vman19 the
c: . 01)

be remembered. however, that this is only a
re/arive
decrease in for
effectiveness to
mislead subject, since 55 per cent of the critical
lest statements

sbort-

subjecS in the shon-delay group.

:c

lpared
n tJme

with comparative adjectives witliout qualifiers were still considered ascommercials
true by the

Monco and Kaiser (1983) have shown that individual differences in preferences

t'l.

can affec the type of inferences drawn from commercials. It would be intereSting to

detennine if there arc :mbject variables (e.
g. cognitive
style or sex
differences)
which interact with the effectiveness of different
types of pragmatic
implications
to

mislead people.

The study of pragmatic implications and their abilrty to cause

us of
. tieb to

iani

Percb,
IOned

maDr
;enion
tied as

faulty inferences has imponant practical consequenceffor the fieldpeple
of commercial
to draw
advering (as well as in other applied area such as counroom testimony (Harris
1978; Hams , Teske and Ginns. 1975)). Hams (1977) found that when

were asked to make hypthetical purchas deciions concerning
subjects
fic itious products
there was no difference in the likelihoo of making such a
purchas as a function of
whether or not the
claims
about the product had been directly
asserted or
pragmaticaUy implied. It has also been demonstrated,
in more naturalistic settings
(e.g. using real .products
in
rea! .commercials embedded inlo real
television
prgrams) that subject judge the
trthflness of implied

claims no differ-ently
than if they were directly asserted. (Harrs
t Ql.
1980). The Federal Trnde
(FTq
does not allow advenisrs to make

Commisson
dea:ptive

lY (for
in tbe

Ie with

aibJe
il thy
; diec

adverting. With regard

false claims or to use

to decptive advenising, the

FTC
bases ils legal
decisions primanly upon whether
or not the advenisement has the
decive ' (Preston, 197 , 1983; Rotfeld and PreSton
capacity
, 1981). Research showing that
the use of pragmatic implications in commercial
advertising often leads to

misconceptions should be valuable ammunition

between ' fair ' and ' unfair' advenisements.

for regulators to

distinguish

. in tbe

: fals

st. For
; were
18 true

survy
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AKSHAY R, RAO and KENT B. MONROE*

inat p1eviaus reseach tht has inveiged eximentally th

The authos

co

infuence of price. bran nome, and/or store nam on buers' evluaons of

pr-

ud qualit. Th meta-alys sugges tha. for
produc, th relaionships betw pric an perceiv quality an betwee brand na an perceived
quality are posite an statsticlly siifcant. How, th poiti efec of store

na on peeiv qualit is smn an not

sttisally sinifcat.

Fur, th

ef of pr on percesh
quali.

of exrimel deign and the stength of the pric manipulaton ar
signifcantly inuece

Brand Name and Store
Buyers ' Perceptions of Product
Quality: An Integrative Review

The

of Price,

Effect

reeah tht bas examed the: efects of price , brd

Since Levitt (1954) examned buyer' tendecies to

. us prce as an indicator of quait, numeus stdies
have examed the price-quality relationship with

name, and store nam on productquaIity peptions. In
addition, we exane cein methodological differnces

lie

te

conses as to its magnitude, generbilit, or statica signcace.

amg prce-peived quaity

Varous qutive reviws of the

evdece conclud that there seems to be a positie

pruc

cer

OJs.on 1977;

Peteon and Wilson

Mon 1988; Zeitham 1988).

Th trdition in ths rearh steam has evolved from

of produCt on a price scale, leding to a strong postive
relationship between price and product quality. Empirca attempts to verfy this strong aClUI couelation have
concluded that , generlly. ther is a positve couelarion;

. Akba' R. Ra is Asistat Prfess of Maretig. The Curs

however, though statistically significant , this correlation
vaes consideably acoss product-markets , producing

Uuiily of Minnesola. Kent B.

Mon is the Robe O. GoyJmoDt Prfesor of Marketng, Th

R. B. Pamplin Collee of Busines. Virgjma Polytechnic lnUIU
Th author

Krhn. Di

R.
Jobo Whtley.

an

an aver8e cOIT!ation of

by Willam Dods, Edward
Scbmalene. Raghu

and Valare Zcithml.

27 (Tells and WernerfeJt

1987).

We examine another reseach S(fam that has attempted to det nnne whether buyers perceive
a positive

"'fully acoowJcd8e bcpfu) commenls 00 prviaus

dra of th arcle

hypths

of supply and demad would lead to a U natural" orderng

f . drs

. Slate UDiversir.;.

exam-

OVERVIEW OF THE REEARCH DOMAIN
When suggesting that people may judge quality by
price , Scitovsky (J945) pointed oUt that such beavior
is not irtional; it simply reflec a belief tht the fores

1985;

considerg tbe effec of ony price on buyers ' percep
tions of pruct qual to including other intnsic an
extrsic cues. To begin to unrvel some issues and adsome questions in the ara, we integrate prvious

L CaISO School of MancmeJ.

st

among the stdies. An

prures

1973, 1977; Monroe and Dods 1988; Monroe and

Rao and

outcomes

nation of the crticism in previous commentaes on
rearch
generted
about four methodological varables to expla outcome varation acrss
stdies. We test these hypotheses usin meta-analytc
on the reults of previous researh stdies.

and a wea underlyig theoretical explanation (Monroe

Krhnan 1985;

studies to de-

wheth thos diferences ar assocated wit

varations in

re-

lationship beeen prce and perceions of quality for
certn
and within
price rages; however, these effec ar moderate by methodologica deficiencies, a varety of contextual and siational facors,

res

Fern. George John,

Tadll. Or\'ile Waler,

-t.

I..

!ii

on.

Name

c--)

the obrved

prce-quaJity relationship. The statislical reults across

previous sludies have ben inconsistent and the com351

Journal af Markt!ling Research
Vol. XX\-1 (AuguSt 19&9).
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mentaries on past reseach have been rather critical. Possible methodological explanations for the inconsistent

sttistical reults include the

type of product , experi-

menta proedur used, and uncontrlld or
sured individua

unme

respse varations (Monre 1977;

Ol-

son 1977). Focsig on th expenta proc us
pruce fou melogi is that may exla why
prvious stdies bave

generated such inconsstet te-

suJts: Dumbe of cues, expeeDw design, price ma-

nipulation, and price leel.

able in a given study, the larger wil be th
effec on subjec ' percons of quaty, and,

diy

from
cues that . ar derived
imrinsic
the physca prouct and. if chaged, would change the
produc itsel. For exampJe pr, bid na, an

mance and

nunition content (in
nae (extrnsic cues) as well asconsumers
in their as-

ninsic cue) would be used bv
akast cereal. Therfor,
sessment of th quality of
beause numerous cues afec quality peptions, th
in addition to the

indpendent variables

. price cue is necsar for valid empirca tests. .

Furr

, single-ce prce-quality studies have
considered somewhat arfactual; in th absece of any

other inormtion, subjec should natWy exhibit a

positive prce-quaity effect (Enis and Staord 1969).
Therefore, the implicit inference is tht sin le-ce pricepercved quaity studies should manest ls-ger effects
than multicue stdies.

Exerimental Design

Conceptually, it has been

ared that the hypothesis

of pele using price as an indicator of quality is studied
bet by an idiothet approach- tht is , repeted me-

sues over severa prces-as th experimenta sitution

crted is analogous to a rel-world situation of examining several dierent choices

at differnt

roe and Dodds 1988). HoweveI,

pr

(Mon-

th use of a repeate-

be

crticize as
measw- design (within subjects) has
as subjects repondig t6
being potentially
sever prces seuentially may guess the tre intent of

anact

the resarher and respond accordingJy (Sawyer 1975).

Fun, because varabilty due to individual difference
recing
is controlled in a

wIthinsubject desgn, thus

CIr varance, withsubjec design ar liely to

duce larger effect than between-subject designs. For
of th teasons , prce- perceived qualty studies
having withn subjects designs should show larger effect than studies baving between-subject designs.

bo

signca

Price Leel

pr

level in
assessmnt incras and
:. buyers often ar less famiar with the pruct beause
- o( the infruency of pUTbaS . In such situtions, si-

expeive

cr,

(Olson 197). As th price

th risk of an incoITct

ba

on folk wisdom sucb as " you
get what you pay for" are likel to be used.
sug- .
In sum, th conventional wisdom in the

ple leared heuristcs

ges that th magnitude

inenc

litc

of the prce- peceived

by at lea
efec is
tors: numbe of cues used.

ty

of desgn, size of the
prce mapulation , and relative price level of the
ulus. Seve other Substtive factrs have ben
perved
pose to inuen the magnitude of the pricequality effec (Monroe and Dods 1988; Petern an

st-

Wilson 1985; Zeitham1988), but OUT

Hypthses
The prceding commeDta suggeS four hypthess
about th impact of meodological varables on the observed prce-peived quality effect.
The prce-prcived

quality efec size wm:

: va positively with the prce /el of th te
UC,
: va positvely with the stngth of the price

ab-

pro-

u1ation,

H): be smaer for multicue
stdies , and

stdies than for sing1e-ce

H.: be smaller for between. sujects designs

withsubjects designs.

th for

REIEW PROCEDURE
To find televant reearh studies , we examned the
refernces of previous review ancJes and conduct a
compute bibiogrhic sech. Becuse the hypthes

ex,

varations across laboratory
pert to methodological
only laboraory stdies
involvig one or more
th reyiew.

of price, brad, and store cues wer used in

Funer,

when the reults of a study were

reported in

included only once. A
studies that coJJective1y repon 85 efeclS
name, or store name on perceptions of

fmal set of 36

Prce percption resarch

review focuse on

the four methodologica crticisms of previous prceperceived qualty studies.

In experimental resch , generly the strength of the
ha an imponant
bearng on whethr sttistically significant differences in
suggests that people's percptions of relative and not

quality

fou methologj fae-

multiple outlet, th study was

the dependent varable occur.

tht peple ar more

of qualty for relavely

Price Manipulation

independent varable manipulation

teris

th chace of detecg a stticay

likely to us price as an indicator

Olson (1973) argued that conswnrs use a varety of
cues to iner product quality. These cues include arincues tht ar not relat dicty to pruct peorsic

obsered

effec.

the better

parbus.

Fialy, it has ben suggested

Number of Cues

use of multiple

reons

solute differnces in prices lead to differenti
(Monr 1973; Monroe and PdToshius 1981). Therfore, we expe that the grter the reative diernce
beeen th prce used as levels of an indepndnt var-

of prce, brd

quality were used in the analysis and tests.
We computed the effect size index for all main er.
.fCC by using

LMS00761
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to capita equipent. However , for a
prpoderce of
consume goos , prces raed frm $. 11 (table salt) to

+ tl--

fr

rene

is the ratio
from relevant ANOV A
tales,
is degr of
asocat with
df
the treatmnt efec, and
dfur
is degr of fredom assocate with the enr tenn. Furer,
is a spial ca
2 when the F-ratio has only.
of TJ
one degree of freedom
assocjated with the numertor and is an effec sie in
dicaor for studi es comparg on1 two grups. Cohen

SU
whe

(2)

$400 (stere receiver). Ony four consu prouc

exceed $100 in prce an 60% cost les tban $30. The

stgt
86. Twelve of the 54 prce-

mea represets

an a sttistica

studies- usig

thir ch~

s uacc/s

/(l +

ste and lea

stics is avaiable frm

the authors.

SbJdies invesgalig th effec of prce

J, ),, is

buer

studied sever times

me of

vaatin betwee

dete
by computg a
the
hies an

bet esate of th asocaron it stda
enor, and confdence interal?

- 3. What is th

loeSt prce

treatments for each product stldied ((hgh - 10w)jbigh)

frm 0 to I.

Estialy, th fit quon seks to

The depndent varable measur in a stdy was deterned by examnig the indicators use. Pereived
depedent varable was

term as " durbilty,

goo,

M

indicated by such

reliabilty,
workman&bi,
and "
exceDenc.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Descrrion of the Data
The spetrm of prducts used as stimuli raged
horn
conumer nondurable proucts (e g., buner, margarne)

th

valuatioDS. As thes relationships have

drse (Reiss 1981): , the quetions should be adI. Is ther evidece tht th de of astion is consiSleR! acrss smdies?
2. If consistet, is th commn degr of astion statistcaly signficant'!

culati the
the highest and lowest prce treatmets in each stdy ((high - low)/2J. Th strngth of

the prce manpulation was

, bn , or

on buyer ' proct evaluatioDS have teed whether
is a degr of assocation beeen
varables

the eigenvalue

degr

quality,

(Rosnthal 1984)

prcepeploCJ
and .

Comparing Resuhs Across S,udies
(mult) = Pilaj'

of the I-t varable , an
is mi(numbe of varables, hyof freedom).
pothis
The design of the stdy (with or beween) and number of cues used (single or multiple) we coded as 0,
dummy varables. Prce level was determed by ca-

. quality as th

SU

a statistcal summ of al brd- and storepeived
quaty eff sizes. (A complete list of studies cod
and

sale that each

(Rosenthal 1984). For

wher Piai"s trce is

and raged

wlrch is a dat dilay

of al
effec sis. Table 2 provides a

1984)

pron

and 19 reults
withsuje degnTable I

provides a stem an lea plot ,

MAOV A the effect size used was (Bray and Maxwell

(3) 'l

a

tehnque analgou to a Irstog

l/p.

are the proportons of th

an

peived quaity reults

stemmed from a singJe-cue prentaon

wer obtane w:th

by using
d'/(d'

raged frm . 18 to

of th price manipuiations

efec size indicator was usd for on study and

(1977) d

conven to

where

.;

dc whe

the stdies to be integrted have produce efect sies

th ar

horn

the sae underying

population of effec
sizes. A homogenety of effec size
using an approximate chi squar with

(K

te

results - 1)

degr

from addr:s this i : If th test fais to accep
the nuD hypthesIs of no SIgncat diernce, the conclusion is that th varaton in results acss the studies

is DO

lained simply by saplig err an

temaIC differences ar

that sys-

prnt across the -sties. Ac-

ceptae of the null hypthess is evidence of homoge-

Table 1

STEM AND LEA PLOTS. AND STATISTICAL SUMMY: PRICE-PERCEIVD

uaf

Stem

QUAU EFF.ECTS

SlIry Slarwics (all "$Uul
Wei!!hle me . -i'

Weighted Slada IkviatiOD

Stada

ClOJ
95% colkncc limt

005

J( (53)

0135568
0001111144479

)48
011
:t .033

79.

0000000)))))11223456666778
(K
"To read

= 54)

plot ,

D(\I Wt

thn:

effec ar 2

.s bur

6: .50, .50. .55.
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Tobie 2
STEM AND lEAF PLOTS AND STATISTICAL SUMMY OF PERCEIVD QUA TY EFFECS; BRAND AND STORE

SIOf

Sum' staics

ua!

Bran

Weighted mean. il
Weigbted

142
122

stda
emr
95% codC limir

St

053
19.

x'( 14)

01J24
33557
(X

deation.

= IS)

Srar.:

Weigh me.
Weigbrc.

Sladu

052

SWiJ'

17)

deviatiOIl.

030
058

95% confdenc
x'c 16)

000 I

;t.

(X

1223346188

= 17)

neity or consstency of the degree of association across

studies and the results then can be integrted

1!::

and an-

lyzed. The statistc used to test the homogeneity of efec

sizs was adapte frm Fleiss (1981, p. 163):
(4)

= 2:

i-I

('I

Wi

th individual efec

size for each

sult,

When results are compard acrss studies, . substatial
varation in averge effect size can occur dependig on

siz ar weighted by saple
sizes difer , the estimates of the

whether individual efect

precise. Therfore, a
weightig proedur that gives mor weight to the more
larer saple stdies wil be more

prise estiates is adapte from Fleiss(l981 , p. 161):
(l/v/

(5)

1-.

O/v,

i=1.

v, = N./B,

)2

sbows that the data
Table 1), implyi

= 79. 22;

(53)

some systemati varation acrss these sties. Th effeet sis fm- both the bra (x (14) = 19. 9) and store
(xl(l6) = 6. 13) res ar homogeneos; therfore $ese
result ca be integrte. As shown in Table 2 , th as.

br an perceived quality is signf.

of the

asation

is

inte

Residual Analy.ris.
The price-perceived

n,.
B;
(ni,C)(ni.d,
ni,C and
ni. are the sampJe sizes of the
and controJ groups , respectvel)'

quality dataset was

exam fOI

outlier and inuenti datapoints and a nointercep
regron modl based on the hypthess stated beore
wen
wa ased for tollty. Fony of th 54

use in ths analysis as the oth 14

re

reultS did not pro-

vide suffcient detal for codng of all four indepden;
varables.
An examnation of R- StUdent
(IJ value.(an extcmal)
stadaized reidual) revealed four datapojnts that wert
more
the conventional 1. 5 stadad deviations awa)

fr th

12N"

be esmate

e weighted mean of ft2 = 142.

However, though the association betwee stor an per.
ceived quality is consistent , it is not significant at the
95% confdenc level beuse the confidence
fOI
the weighted mean includes zero.

th

where:
N;

not homogeneus

icat at the 95% confdence level and th

th weighted estitor of effect size,
is th weigbt of each result , and
is th num of relts beig compared.

size. Furer, if saple

te for the price-peeived qualty

54 datapoints

sotion between

where: .
11: is
2 is

The homogeneity

results usig al

ceid

of

da clust (Myer 1986). Thes

four datapoints therefore were classifed as outier. Out.

n;,C

liers ar eITors in the )' direction

expementa

This procedure minimizes the varances of the weigbted

estimates and produces an asymplOtical1y efficient
weighted estimatm-.

cause by a lae ran.
producing a large

dom eJr component in the reponse ,

dirc'

residual. Datapoints also may be extreme in the

tion. Such datapoints tend to have a large influence or
the regreson , proucing

lae

Usig the trditional cutoff of

hat diagonal
2p/n

val

20) for hat dJ.

agonal vaJues (Myers J986), we identifed thee data.
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PRODUC QUAlIT

. points as infential. These thee dataints

represent

the absence of any significat

reatively high price inusniaJ pructs an therore
have a large influence on th slopc of the regrsion line.

Thus , seven results wer segrgated for the meta-analysis, . leaving 33 datapoints. for the tests of the hypotheses.
For the reduced se of 33 pricepercived quality datapoiDts use in the regrsson anysis , a homogeneity

anis incate th
= 37. 64).

weghte

th da wer

homo (x

(32)
lbs dataset had weighte mean ij2 = . 117,
J47 , Stdard er = .025; and 95% con-

fidence interv

:!

reducd set of 33
avCTl!e effect size would be neeed to reuce the
signH"cane below the .05 level. Next , th 14 datainrs
tht had ben eliminated for the regron analysis were
049. Thus,

torrbis

resuts , 3632 additiona studies with a

retreved an

ze
sttic

datapo use in Ihe
regrion analysis, proucg a set
of 47 honweneous
added to the 33

me

73) wilh weighted
ij2 = . i16,
125,
eror = . 018 , and 95% confidence mteral :!. 035. These SUI3J reults ar very
results (x2(46) = 49.

stad

weighted

robust; an additiona 8897 stdies with an averge zero
effec si would be need to reuce the statistcal sig-

nicace of the prce-perceived

qU:tity relationsJp be-

low the .05 level. This result lends

to the
clai that the overall results ar not. duecodence
to samplig bias

in the stdies selec for review (Rosenthal )984).

The possibilty of linea dependencies in the regrssor

varables was investigate and a

SU

of the mul-

ticolleaty diagnostcs is included in Table 3. The rdatively low varan infation factors ar indicative of
low multiple corrlations amng
indepndent varables. Furr , the relatively highthmiimum
eigenvalue

(11.. and low condition numbe (cf = h

mu.

!XJ confIrm

Table 3
SUMMY 9F REGRESSION ANALYSIS: PRICE- PERCEIVED
QUALIT EFFECTS

about

multicollty being a

Regression Analysis and Finings
To t st the f
hypotheses , we pcxfoncd a

mulle
regrsIOn analysIs on the dataet using the
weighred
prce-peived quaity efec size as the dependet
varable. The regrsion model
the relationshi

tes

betwee price- peeived qualty efects an prce
level,
siz of prce manipulation , numbe of cues, and
design. As is eviden frm Table 3 , th model
weD. Th preceding theoretical
arment suggests a POS-

pr

wi-subjects studies we expete to produc

effects th

laer
between-subjec srudies. Th reults of
rb
in Table 3.
for the hypoths was
by ex-

regrion ru ar

re

deted
amg the sign . and signifcace of the
coecient for
Support

the reuced datat comprising the 33
hogeneus
resuts. As shown in Table 3. price level
is not
cantly relate to size of effec (HI)' However sign-

tive strength of price manipulation is associated

I:.
iUi

, the rela-

signcantly an poitively with efec siz (H
there is no sttistcaly signifcat diernce . Though
, multicu
studies produced maraly larger effec siz
(ij2 =

th

singJe-cue studies (ij2 = .

with-subjects desgns (re
larger effects (ij 2 = . 20)

. FinaDy,

1I5)

th beeen-subjets design

(ij2 = . 10) (H).

DISCUSSION
Single VersuS" Multiple

Using . crteria

JH!

ted meaur) gente

:f.

:f :

Cues

suggested by Cohen (977), th prce

effect on Perceived quality for consuqJer
is modertely large an sttisticaly signcat..

prct (. 12)

effec of brad name on percived qualty is -slghtlyThe
Iarer

14) and Sttistically significant , bUt the effect of st
name on perceved quality is sm (.OS) and not slansticay signifcant. Moreover, though statistcaly not sig-

nicat , mulucu stdies generate slightly larer ef-

(33 homogeo reshs)

I !i

PcoJI

itive coecient for prce level and
tive cocient for numbe ofmapulation
cues. Also

and a ' neg

124)

M uItieollinearry Diagnostics

mUlticolieaty. Thus,

modeL

- have litte concern
prblem in ths

124) th sigl-ce studies (. 115). Taken togeth
e reults sugges that a pricequality main
effect generated fr a multicue peeived
stuy is not
smaler than that generated fr a single-ce study. Ths
conclusion suppo an ealier
by Monr and
Krshnan (1985) that price- percived quality
effects actualy increasd in the preence of

: o

fects (_

olliMaruy

V/F-

Model

PQram lers
Prce level

Standarze esate

Manpalation

Staariz esmate

Deipi
Stadardizd eslimate
Cues
Standarized esmate

neary

32.

obaton

, rather .

J 870.

brd inonation.

a.n brand name or oter cues suppressing
lcator of prduct quality, 8 reinforg
effect IS likely If the multJple CUes are
consistt in
signaling of quality. This fIndig is also consistent their
with
pnce

OJ
51 (p

-0 . 11)
01)

1.19
69 (p
17

08)

-c . 66)

the covarauon literalUre (Nisbett and

Ross 1980).

Price ManiPulations

The regressjon analysis

indicates that the

strength of the price manipulations had a

relative

signifcat ef-
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peived quaity relation-

fc: on the observed prce-

ship. Methodologicay, th findig is an importt explaation for some of the inonstency in statistica
f"mdgs acrs previous prce-peeived qualit reseach and therefore is of signcace in degnig prce

peeption

reh in th fu;

strong manipulations

ar more liely to produce lare effects, thereby en-

hang the chan of ststcay signcant effect.
When buye do iner

a poitive relatonship betWeen

prce 3D prduct guaJit, they ar likely to compae th.
anoter
prce of th product
(prce in mem-

ag
pr
is percived as signtJy diernt frm
pr opon1bis.keylie1ypointto beis thatpereived
judgor or prce of an alteatve opton).

ments of quality ba on. ce inonnon ar necssary compative and
perceived dijerences in prices

judg ts tht prodct quaity vares sigreh anreviewed
here, the greater the
ratio beeen th
lowes expeen pr,
the grter is the prce-percived qualit asation.
RegardJess of whether a betWeen-subjects or within-subje degn is us, th grte th
in th
lead to relative

hi

dier

treatments , the more liely individuals

are to perceive

diferences in prce and begi to mae qualit infer-

enc. Thus . wea price manpulations ar a

p1anation for previous prce-perceived

faiur to find a sttisticay signcat

possible eX-

qualit studies

prce man effect.

Research Design

The findg that wisubjec desgns generate signifcantly larer efec th betWeen-subject design
20 vs. . 10) does not necsay mea that use of such

degn hi

pr re in
is

or aractuaL It

mean that reseahers must be awar that witln-subjects
desgns generaly are more powerfl and should consider

th

this point when designg
studies and developig
their conclusions. The choice of the approprate design

oponon shd
parcular rech qution beg stdied.
an prce

be consistnt

wi th

For instce

Monroe and Dodds (1988) mae the point that betWeensubjects designs

ar more

absen studies that

infortion.

appprate for prce preent/

exe th mainal impact of price

ar

for four

the weighted mean effec is f)2 = . 39. Two of th

reults

classifed as outler ar for

piuCt prced above $100
with an averge effec size of . 51. me' other tw outliers have effect size of .00.) Cleay, mor

using modratey prce and relatively expensive
uct is necessa to esblis wheter th priceperceived quaity relationship dier by relative prce leve.

pr-

and whether it difer

UCt.

Jf the actual prce
this rcfereDce

prce, the higher
as being of higher quaJty.

nicatly. In the

prce and less frequently purase. Indee ,

reults for consume produCt prce at more than $100,

Funher, a manageral imlication consistt with the
. refernce pice
metioned beore is evident her.
Multiple repose to dier prce (as in
down
an aisle in a store) are a more poweIful meas of generting prce- qualjty inernces than exposures to single
prces (as in television commercias). For the laner case

wag

the cogntive effon involve in
vig a reference price
and usig it for compave pUes may reult in weaer

effec.

Price Leel
One obvious implication of the lade of a significant

association between price level and size of effect is the
dear of srudies using products that are relatively higher

by th gener nahUe of the prod

CONCLUSIONS

Meta-analyses often have be

crticiz for two recation of many stdies that do not show signcat
ef- .
ts. Second, the notion of sttistca
ons. FIrt, the M

fie drwer" proble prevents publi- . .
signcace is

considerd moot when a census of results is beg c0
we attmpt to adds the fit

sider. 1n ou review ,

issue by estimatig th
thus M fied away

. computed frm

numbe of nonsignifcat (and

) stdies

negate the vaue
reui1bto evidence
sugges

published relts.

tht th findings ar relatively robust. Secnd . the notion
of statistical signficace is an impot one, as the fidings ar beg generze to a population of
efec. In
other words, the
stdis consider

of effects of the phenomenon UDder

repret a sample

consideration.
intereted reader wil f"md considerable

boSchmdt

tls issu in
5), Hunter ,
sental (1984).

(l9

The

inormtion on

by Fleiss (981),

Hedes and Olkn

, an Jackson (1982). an

Our review , in addition to prvidig

effect of price , brad

Ro-

estiate of the

nae
on qualty peeptions, investgates four poSSDle explasiz of th

name, and stor

nations for the lack of consistent reults across stdies.

Two methodlogica varablesty of

an stgt

rese desgn

of price manipulatins-provide some explanon for th
fidigs fr prous
peceived quality reseah. The review also incate the
relative narwness of

inent

pr-

ti the phenomenonasation
ha

previous price-peeived

reseh. At this poin in

shown to be present at a moerte

quity

level of

for relatively lower prce , fruently purchaed goo
but wheter tbe strengt of th association incres for
higher prced , less frequently purchased goo has not
ben documented adeqtely. The qualty

ser

resech domain sbould be extende also topeepton anC:
purchases made by business and insttutional buyeJ.
Though our integrative review answe some ques-

tions about the effects of price ,
name on buyer '

perceptions of

isolates impot

issues tht

brnd nam , aD stor

pruct quality, it alo

War funher . investiga-

tion. Sri)) needed is researh on how quality
ar fonned and how these quality perceptins
infuence

petions

. perceptions of value , prduct or service benefits, and
eventual choice. Funher , the interactive effect of brad
nae , store name , and price on qualty petions should
be hivestigated. Finally, the effect of consurs ' prod-
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Overview Of 1992 Results
A 1992 survey by the U. S. Department of Education s National
. Center for Education Statistics estimated that about 21 percent
of the adult population - ;nore than 40 milion Americans over
. the age of 16 - had only 'FuCflmentary reading and writing
skils. Most adults in this " level one " category could pick out

key facts in a brief newspaper article, for example ,

but 'Could

not draft a fetter explaining an .errr on their credit
card
bil. A
- subgroup in this category representing roughly 4 percent of
the total adult population , or about 8 milion people - was
unable to perfonn even
the
simplest literacy tasks.

For more detailed- results, see the following sections:
Defining Three Literades
Measurina Prose Literacy
Measuring Document Literacv

MeasurinQ Quantitative Literacy
Defining three Iltercies

The 1992 National Adult Literacy Survey adopted the following

Using printed and written information to
function in society, to achieve one s goals, and to develop
one s knowledge and potential.
This definition goes beyond
definition of literacy:

simply decoding and comprehending text to include a broad

range of information- processing skils that adults use in

accomplishing the range of tasks associated with work , home,
and community context. This

definition has been mostly

accepted by the policy community. For example, the U.

Congress incorporated a similar definition into the National
Literacy Act of 1991, in which literacy was defined as

individual' s abilty to read, write, and speak in English and
compute and solve problems at levels
of proficiency necesary
to function on the job and in sodety, to achieve one s goals
and to develop one s knowledg and potential. "

While literacy is not a single skil suited to all types of texts,

neither is it a large number of skils each associated with a
given
type of text or document. The National Adult Literacy
Survey measured literacy along three dimensions- prose
hnp:/lnces. ed . govinaaliresources/92results. asp

10/1212004
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lieracy, document literacy, and quantitative literaY-designed
to capture an ordered set of information- processing skills and
strategies that .adults use to accQmplish a diverse range of
literacy tasks.

Meuring prose litacy

Prose literacy. Expository

prose consist of printed

information in the form of connected sentences and longer
pasages that define, describe, or inform , such as newspaper.
stories or written instructions, Narrtive prose tells a story, but
is less frequently used by, adults in everyday life than by
school children. Prose va
in its length density, and
structre (e. g. use of section headings or, topic
sentence for
paragraphs). Uteracy with prose implies that people can locate

information, find all the Information, integrate informatin
from various part of a passage of text, and write new
information related to the text. Prose literacy tasks vary In the
diffculty of the demands they place on readers.

The prose literacy scale. People can be measured using

literacy tasks to indicate their degree of prose literacy. The

scle adopted in the 1992 National Adult Uteracy
Surv.ey

ranges from 0 to 500. Five ranges along the scale were
created by cutpoints 50 points apart along the continuous,
scale. Adults included in Levell consist of those who -could

consistently succeecJ with Lev.el

1 prose literacy tasks, buf .
Level 2 tasks, as well as those who could not consistently not

succeed with Level 1 tasks and those who were not literae

enough In English to take the test at all. Adult In Levels 2
through 4 are consistently able to succeed , with tasks at their

level, but not succ.eed consistently with the next more difcult

level of tasks. Adults in LevelS are consistently able to

succeed with LevelS tasks.

Level 1 (0-225). Prose

literacy

tasks at Levell require the reader to

. locate a single piece of information
that is identical to or synonymous
with the information given in the

question, when the text is short; or

21%

when plausible but incorrect
- information is either not present, or
is present but located away from the
correct information. Twenty-one

percent - or 40 milion of the 191
millon adults in this country

performed in the lowest level of
prose literacy. A subgroup in this

category -

representing roughly 4
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percent of the total adult population

or about 8 milion people- was
unable to perform even the simplest
literacy tasks.

Level 2 (225-275). . Prose literacy
tasks at Level 2 require the reader to
loca a single piece of information in

the text, compare and contrast easily
identifiable if"formation based on a

queion

criterion provided in the

27%

Integrate two or more pies of
information, when
distractors
are

present; or when low level inferencs

Twenty-seven perce
t- or 52 milion of the 191 millon
are required.
di.Jlts

in

this country - performed

the second lowest level of prose
literacy .

Level. 3

(275-325). Prose

taks at Level

literacy

3 require the reader to

. match literal or synonymous

Information in the text with that

requested by the task, integrate
multiple pieces of Information , or

generate .a response based on

information that can be easily
identified in the text, when the text
is dense or lengthy or contains no

32%

headings or other organizational
aids; when distracting information is

presnt, but is not located near the

correct information; or when lowlevel inferences

two percent -

are

needed. Thirt-

the
191 millon adults in this country
perfrmed in the middle level of
prose literacy.
or 61 millon of

Level 4 (325-375). Prose

literacy

tasks at Level 4 require.

the reader to
search text and match on multiple

features, integrate or synthesize
. multiple pieces of information , or

17%

generate new information by

combining the information provided
with common knowledge, when the
passages are complex or lengthy;

when conditional information is
requested by the task; or when more

complex inferences are needed.
Seventeen percent - or 33 million of
the 191 milion adults in this country
- performed in the fourth level of
prose literacy.
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Le,;el5 (375-500). Prose

literacy

tasks at L-evel 5 require the reader to
search text and match on multiple
features, compare and contra
complex information , or generate
new information by combining the

information provided with common
knowledge , when the. passages
are

dense and contain a number of
plausible distradors; when highlevel, text- based inferences are
needed; or when specialized

background knowledge is required. .
Three percent -

or 6 millon of

the

country
rformed in the top level of prose
flte racy.
1:91 millon adults in this

Measring docuent literacy

Document literacy. Documents consist of structured prose
and quantitative information , in complex arrays arrnged. In
rows and columns, such as tables, data forms , arid list
(simple, nested, intersected , or combined), in hierarchical
structres such as tables of contents or indexes, or in two..
dimensional visual displays of quantitative information , such as
graphs, chart, and maps. Literacy with documents meamrthat
people can locate information , repeat the search as many
times as needed to find all the information , integrate.
information from various part of a document, and write new
information as requested in appropriate places in a document.
Document literacy tasks vary in the diffculty of the demands
they place on readers.

The document literacy scale. People can be measured using

literacy tasks to. indicate their degree of document literacy.
The scale adopted in the 1992 National Adult Literacy Survey

ranges from 0 to 500. Five ranges along the scale were
created by cutpoints 50 points apart along the continuous
scale. Adults included Inlevell consist of those who could

consistently succeed l with Levell document literacy tasks
but not Level 2 tasks ,

as well as those who could not

consisently succeed with Levell tasks and those who were
not literate enough in English to take the test at . all. Adults in

Levels 2 through 4 are consistently able to succeed with tasks

, but not to succeed consistently with the
more dificult level of tasks. Adults in levelS are consistently
able to succeed with level 5 tasks.
at their level

Levell (0-225). Document

literacy

tasks at Levell require the reader to

locate a piece of information based

http://nces. ed. gov!naallresources/92results. asp
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on a rtteral match , or: enter
information onto a document, when
little , If any, distracting informatio
is present, or when the Information
requesed is personal. Twenty-three

23%

percent - or.44 millon of the 191
milion adults in this country-

.

perfo rmed in the lowest level of
document literacy. A subgroup In this
category - repr-eenting 2.
5 percent
of the total adult population , or

about 5 milion people- was unable

to perform even the simplest litercy

tasks.
vel 2 (225-275). Document

fiteraey tasks at Level 2 require the
reader to - match a single piece of

28%

information , cycle through
information in a document, integrate

information from various part

document, or generate written

of a

information by entering requested
Information in the proper place,
when several dlstractors are present,
or when the match requires low-level

inferences. Twenty-eight percent
or 54 milion of the 191 millon
adults in this countr

- performed
the second lowest level
of document

literacy. .

Level 3 (275-325). Document

literacy tasks at Level 3 require the

rea er to cycle through the
information, integrate multiple

pieces of information . from

one or

more documents, or generate new

31%

information by entering requested

information In the proper place,
when complex tables or graphs
contain irrelevant information; or
when the match requires Inferenc-e.

Thirt- one percent -

the 191 milion adUlts

or S9 millon

in this country

In the middle level of
document Ii eracy.
- performed

Level 4 (325-375).

Document

literacy tasks at Level 4 require the
reader to match on multiple
features , cycle through the
information , integrate multiple

pieces of information from one or

more documents

r generate new

information by entering requested

. htt://nces. ed.
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information in the proper plac,
when conditional information Is

present in the document; when a
greater degree of inferencing is

needed; or when numerous (but
unspecified) responses are needed.
fifteen percent - or 29 millon of the
191 milion adults in this country

15%

performed in the fourth level of
document literacy.
LevelS (375-500). Documen

literacy tasks at levelS require
reader to match on multiple

th

features, cycle through the
Iflormation , or integrate multiple
pi-ces of information from one or

more documents , or generate new
information by entering requested

3 % when information displays are

Information in the proper place

complex and contain multiple
when high- level, textbased inferences are needed; or
when spedalized knowledge is
required. Three percent - or 6
dlstractrsi

miliot) of the 191 milion adults in
this country - perfrmed in the top
level o document literacy.

Measuring quantitative literacy

Quantitative literacy. Quantitative Information ma y be

displayed visually in graphs or chart or it may be displayed
in numerical form using whole numbers, fractions, dedmals,
percentages, or time units (hours and minutes). Thee
quantitltes may appear in both prose and docume nt form.

Quantitative literacy means that people can locate quantities,
repeat the search as many times as needed to find all the
numbers , integrate information from various part of a

document, infer the nec ssary arithmetic operation, and

perform arithmetic operations. Quantitative literacy taks

vary in the diffculty of the demands they place on readers.

The quantitative literacy scale. People

can be measur-ed

using literacy tasks to indicate th ir degree of quantitative
literacy. The scale adopted in the 1992 National Adult Literac

Survey ranges from 0 to 500. Five ranges along the scale
were created by cutpoints 50 point apart
along
the
continuous scale. Adults included in Levell conslst.of those
who could consistently succeed with Level 1 quantitative
literacy tasks , but not level 2 tasks, as well as those who
could not consistently succeed with Level 1, tasks and those
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who were not (iterate enough in English to take the test at all.
Adults in Levels 2 through 4 are -cnsistently able to succeed
with tasks at their level , but not
consistently with the

sucd

next more diffcult level of tasks. Adult in LevelS are
consistently-able to succeed wit levelS tasks.

Levell (0.225). Quantitative

literacy tasks at Level 1 require the
reader to perform a single, relatively
simple arihmetic operation

, suc as

addition, when the numbers to .

used are provided and the arithmetic

22% '

operation to be performed is
s.pecified. Twenty-two percent - or
2. milion of the 191 millon adults in
this -country - performed in the
iowes level of quantitative lit racy.
A subgroup in this category
reprenting 5;5 percent of the total
adult population , or about 11 milion
people- was unable

to perform even

the simplest literacy tasks.

Level 2 (225-275). Quantitative

. lite racy taks at level 2 require the
reader to locate numbers by
matching the needed information

25%

with that given , infer the necesary
, arithmetic operation, or perform a
single arithmetic operation , when:the
numbers and the operation to be
performed are stted in

the task;

when the quantities are easily

located in the text or document; or
when the operation Is easily

determined from the format of the
material. Twenty-five per-cent - or
48 milion of the 191 milion adults in
this country - performed in the

second lowest level of quantitative
literacy .

Level 3 (275-325). Quantitative

literacy tasks at Level 3 require the
reader to locate numbers by
matching the needed information

with that given, infer the necessary

31%

arithmetic operation ,

or perform

arithmetic operations on two or more
numbers or solve a problem, when
the numbers must be located in the

document; or when, the
operation(s) needed can be

text or

determined from the arithmetlc-

relation terms used in the question.
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Thirt-one percent - or 59 milion
the 191 millon adults in this countr
- performd in the middle level of
quanttative literacy.
Level 4 (325-375).

Quantitative

literac tasks at level 4 reqUire the

reader to locate numbers by
matching the needed information
with that given, Infer the neessary

arithmetic operation, perform two or
more sequential operations or a
single arithmetic operation, when the
the quantitie are found in different
types of displays, or when the
operations must be inferred from

eiTantic information given or draWn
from prior knowledge. Seventeen
percent or 33 milion of the 191
millon adults in this countr perfrmed in th ' fourth level of

quantitatie literacy.
LevelS (375-500).

Quantitative

literacy tasks at level 5 require the
reader to locate numbers by
matching the needed information
, with that given , infer the necesary
arithmetic operation , or perform

multiple arithmetic operations
4%

sequentially, when the features of

the problem must be disembedded
from text; or when background
knowledge is required to determine

the quantities or operations needed.
Four percent - or 8 millon

of the

191 milion adults in this country
performed in the top level of
quantitative literacy.

.l2.J. " Succeed

consistently A means that a person at or

above a given level of literacy has at least an 80 percent
chance of correctly responding to a particular task. This

80 percent criterion is more stringent than the 65 percent
stndard used

in the National Asessment of Educational

Progress for ITasuring what school children know and
can do. If the same standard had been used , the
proportions in the lower literacy levels would decrease
and the proportions in the higher levels would increase.
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Executive Summary Of Adult Literacy In America: A
Firs Look At The Results Of The National Adult

Lieracy Survey

by Irwin S. Kirs, Ann Jt.ngeblut, Lynn Jenkins , and
Andrew Kolstad J, ,
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Introduction
report provides a first look at the results 'of the
National Adult Literacy Survey, a- project funded by the
S. Department of Education National Center for

This

Education Statistics and administered by Educational
Testing Service, in collaboration with Westat, Inc. It
provides the most detailed portrait that has ever been
available on the condition of literacy in this nation -- and
on the unrealized potential of itS citizens.

Many past studies of adult literacy have tried to count
the number of - iliterates . in this nation , thereby treating
literacy as a condition that individuals either do or do not

have. We believe that such efforts are inherently
arbitrary and misleading. They are also damaging, in
that they fail to acknowledge both the complexity of the
literacy problem and the range of solutions needed to
address It.
The National Adult literacy Survey is based on a
different definition of literacy, and therefore follows a

diferent approach to measuring it. The aim of this
survey is to profie the English literacy of adults in the
United States based on their performance across a wide
array of tasks that refiect the types of materials and
demands they encounter in their daily lives.
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To gather the information on adult literacy skils, trined
staff interviewed nearly 13 600 indivduals aged 16 and
older during the first eight month of 1992. These

participants had been randomly selected to represent the
adult population in the country as a whole. In addition
about 1, 000 adults were
surveyed
In each of 12 states
that chose to participate in a spedal study designed to
provide state-level results that are comparable to the

national data. finally, some 1 100 inmates from 80
federal and state prisons were interviewed to gather
Information on the proflciencies of the prison population.

In total, over 26, 000 adults were surveyed.
Each survey participant was asked to spend
approximately an hour r sponding to a series of diverse
literacy tasks as well as
uestlons about his or her
demographic characteristiq;, educational background

reading practces, and other areas related to literacy.

Based on their responses to the survey tasks, adults

received proficiency scores along three scales which
reflct varying degrees of skil in prose ,
, quantitative literacy. The scales are

document, and
powerfl tools which

, make it possible to explore the proportions of adults in

various subpopulations of interest who demonstrated
successive levels of performance.

This report describe the types and levels of literacy

skils demonstrated by adults in this countr

and

analyzes the variation in skils across major subgroups In

the population. It also explores connections between
literacy skils and social and economic variables such as
voting, economic status , weeks worked, and earnings.
Some of the major findings are hi9hli9hte here.

The literacy skils of AmeriCa s adults
9 Twenty-one to 23 percent -- or some 40 to 44 millon of

the 191 millon adults in this country -- demonstrated
skils in the lowest level of prose , document , and

quantitaive proficiencies (Level 1). Though all adults in

this level displayed limited skils , their characteristics are
diverse. Many adults in this level performed simple,
routine tasks involving brief and uncomplicated text
and documents. For example , they were able to total an

entry on a deposit slip, locate the time or place of a
, meeting on a form , and identify a piece of specific

information in a brief news, artide. Others were unable
to perform these types of tasks , and some had such
limited skils that they were unable to respond to much

of the survey.

Many factors help to explain why so many adults
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o demonstrated English literacy skills In the lowest

proficiency level defined (level I). Twenty- fIVe percent
of the respondents who performd in this level were
immigrants who may have been jus learning to speak

English. Nearly two-thirds of those in level 1 (62

rcent) had terminated their education before
completing high school. A third were age 65 or older
and 26 percent had physical, mental, or health
conditions that kept them frm participating fully in
work, school, housework, or other activities. Nineteen

percent of the respondents in Levell r.eported having
their abilty to rea print.
Some 25 to 28 percent of the respondents , representing
about 50 milion adults nationwide
, demonstrated skils
in the next higher level;of proficiency (Level 2) on .each
of the literacy scales. While their skils were more varied
visual diffcultes that affec

than those of individuais performing in level 1
repertoire was stil quite limited. They were , their
generally
able to locate information in text, to make low
':level
inferences using printed materials
, and to integrate
easily identifiable pieces of information. Furter
demonstrated the abilty to perform quantitative, they

that involve a single operation where the numberstasks
are
example,
adults in this level were able to calculate the total
cost
either stated or can be easily found in text. For

of a purchase or determine the difference in price
between two items. They could also locate a particular
intersection on a street map and enter background
information on a simple form.

'" Individuals in Levels 1 and 2 were much less likely to
respond correctly to the more challenging literacy tasks
in the assessment -- those' requiring higher level reading
and problem-solving skils. In particular, they were apt

to experience considerable diffculty in performing
taks
that required them to integrate or synthesize

information from complex or lengthy texts or to perform
quantitative tasks that Involved two or more
operations and in which the individual had to sequential
set up the
problem.
o The approximately 90 milion adults who performed in

Levels 1 and 2 did not necessarily perceive themselves

as being " at risk. n Across the literacy scales, 66 to 75
percent of the adults in the lowest level and 93 to 97
percent in the second lowest level described themselves
as being able to read or write English N

weU or " very

well. N Moreover, only 14 to 25 percent of the adults in

Levell and 4 to 12 percent in level 2 said they get a lot
of help from family members or friends with everyday
prose , document , and quantitative literacy tasks. It is

therefore possible that their skils, while limited
, allow
them to meet some or most of their personal and

occupational literacy needs.

(' Nearly one-third of the survey participants
, or about 61
milion adults nationwide , demonstrated performance in
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Level 3 on each of the literacy scales. Resondents
performing in thjs level on the proe and document

scales were able to integrate information from r-elatively
long or dens text or from document. Thos in the
third
level on the quanttative scale were able to d-ter.ine
the appropriate arihmetic operation based on
information contained in the directive , and to identify
the quantities needed to,peFfor. that operation.
. Eighteen to 21 percnt of the respondents, or 34 to 40
milion aduks, performed in the two highest levels of
prose , document, and quantitative literac (levels 4 and
5). Thes adult demonstraed profiCiencs associated
with the most challenging tasks in this asssment

many of which Involved long and complex documents

and text passges.

e The literacy proficienciE!i of young adults assssed in
1992 were somewhat lower, on average, than the
proficlencies of young adult who partcipated in a 1985

literacy survey . National Adult Litracy

Survey

partcipants age 21 to 25 had average prose

document, and quantitative scores that were 11 to 14
point lower than the Scor.e of 21- to 25year-olds
assessed In 1985. Although other factrs

may also be
due in large part to changes in the demographic
.composition of the populCition -- in particular, the
, dramatic incr-ease in the percentages of young Hispanic
adults , many. of whom were born in other countries- and

involved, these performance discrepancies are probably

.i

are learning English' as a second language.
Adults
with relatively few y.ears of education were more
eo
likely to peorm in the lower literacy levels than those

who completed high school or received some type of

postscondary .education. For example , of each of the

three literacy scales, some 75 to 80 percent of adults
with 0 to 8 years of education are In level 1 , while fewer
than 1 percent are in levels 4 and 5. In contrast, among
adults with a high school diploma, 16 to 20 percent are
in the lowes level on each scale , while 10 to 13 percent
are in the tio highest levels. Only 4 percent of adults
with four year college degrees are in level 1;

perc.ent are in the two highest levels.

44 to SO

9 Older adults were more likely than middle-aged and
younger adult to demonstrate limited literacy skils. For

example , adult over the age of 65 have average
literacy scores that -rnge from 56 to 61 -pints (or more
than one level) below those of adult 40 to 54 years
of
age. Adults aged 5S to 64 scored , on averag-e
, between
middle- aged adults and those 65 years and older.
These
differences can be explained in part by the fact that
older adults tend to have completed fewer years of,

schooling than adults in the younger age groups.
'" Black, American Indian/Alaskan Native , Hispanic
, and
Asian/Pacific Islander adults were more likely than White

adults to perform in the lowest two literacy levels. These
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performance differences are affected by many factors.
For example, with the exception of Asian/PaCific Islander
adults, individuals in these groups tended to have
completed fewer years of schooling in this country than
had White Individuals. Further, many adults of
Asian/Pacific Islander and Hispanic origin were born in
other countries and were likely to have learned
English
as a second language.
e Of all the racial/ethnic groups , Hispanic adults reported
the fewest years of schooling in this (;ountry (just over
10 years, on average). The average years of schooling
attained by Black adults and American Indian/Alaskan
Native adults were similar, at 11.6 and 11. 7 years,

respectively. These groups had completed more years of
, on average, but
more than a year less tfan either White adults or
those
of Asian/Pacifc Islander Qrigin.
schooling than HispaniO adults had

fJ With one exception, for each racial or ethnic group,
individuals . born in the United State outperformed those
born abroad. The exception occurs among Black adults

where there was esserytially no difference (only 3 to 7
points). Among White and Asian/Pacific Islander adults
the average diferences between native-born and

foreign-born individuals range from 26 to 41 points
across the literacy scales. Among Hispanic adults
the
differences range from 40 to 94 points in favor of, the
native born.

o Twelve percent of the respondents reported having a
physical , mental , or other health condition that kept
them from participating fully in work or other activities.
These individuals were far more likely than adults in the
population as a whole to demonstrate performance In
the range for Levels 1 and 2. Among those who said
they had vision problems, 54 percent were in Levell on
the prose scale and another 26 percent were in Level 2.
(: Men demonstrated the same average prose proficiencies
as women, but their document and quantittive
proficiencies were somewhat higher. Adults in the
Midwest and West had higher average proficiencies than

those residing in either the Northeast or South.
o Adults in prison were far more likely than those in the
population as a whole to perform in the lowest two

literacy levels. These incarcerated adults tended to be
younger, less well educated , and to be from minority
backgrounds.

Literacy and social and economic characteristics
Individuals demonstrating higher levels of literacy

more likely to be employed , work more weeks in awere
year

and earn higner wages than individuals demonstrating
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